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PREFACE 

The Khmer, a people until recently dead and forgotten in the mists 

of time, are shown here to have been significant victims of the results of 

ecological imbalanceo In their case it was not ecological imbalance of the 

purely environmental type so much under discussion at the present day. It 

was a change in deep-seated beliefs in the role of religion in maintaining 

environmental balance that upset the pre-existing balance; a change brought 

about by the diffusion of new religious ideas into the state of Kambujao 

My thanks for advice and assistance in the writing of this paper 

and for the ideas on ecology herein expounded are due to Professor Philip 

Wagner, guardian of all things cultural in the Department of Geographyo 
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CF.APTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Essentially cultural geography is concerned with the way in which 

ma.n interacts with his envirorunento Cultures which do not follow "our own" 

in this respect we term "alien" because of our inability to understand 

themo Cultures whieh are dea.d and gone are, therefore, even more alien in 

nature since we can no longer observe them at first hand and must rely solely 

on the accidents of history for our evidenceo The Khmer, onetime rulers of 

present day Cambodia, have provided us with just such an enigmao From their 

highly stylised written accounts we know they dominated the Southern 

Indochinese peninsula until their defeat at the hands of the Thai in 1431 AoDo 

and that they spread their complex and highly symbolised monuments over 

much of that area. Yet the question remains of why they left no more than 

this. With a system of balanced ecology through controlled water storage 

their society did not collapse through lack of food, nor are there signs 

of tremendous destruction wreaked by an invader upon their monuments. When, 

in 1867, the French explorer Henri Mouhout rediscovered the site of the 

great Khmer capital of Angkor the physical evidences of an earlier people 

with their monuments, cities, vast irrigation works, inscriptions and all 

the so-called indices of high culture were obviously inconsistent with the 

then existing state of Cambodia with its primitive economic and social 

organisationo If, for present purposes, we accept the premise of a "decline" 

in cultural quality in Cambodia from the time of the Khmers to the present, 
1 

we must then search for the reasons for this "decline11 • 

1 
Our tendency to judge past peoples on their architectural proclivity rather 
than on the value of their lives requires one to question the assumption 
that a society can "decline''. I would consider, from the accumulated 
evidence, that Khmer society did not suffer a decline in cultural value 
merely because it coHapsed as an Empire in 1431 A.Do (the date given by 
Briggs, 1948)0 I would consider, rather, that the value of the culture 
increased with the introduction of a totally new concept of the organisa
tion of life. 
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The questions asked by Mouhot and by the French academics who 

followed him were, therefore, concerned with problems of the origins of the 

peoples who had constructed these great works in the middle of a tropical 

rainforest, their beliefs, the reasons for their success and, finally, the 

reasons for their collapse as an Empireo These questions concerning their 

ecology and symbolism have given rise to a ~reat body of literature, largely 

in French, which will be considered shortly. I submit that the problem of 

Khiner ecology is, in fact, less of a problem than it seems, and that a 

closer understanding of the nature of these peoples' relationship with their 

environment coupled with a consideration of the effect of centuries of 

contradiction within this relationship in the religions of the Khiner elites 

will indicate that the Khmer Empire was inherently weak, as are all societies 

in which constant contradictions are never resolved. 

The Khmer used their environment far more intensively than almost 

any other culture which has existed on the face of the eartho They did so 

because they had a mandate from the gods, a mandate reflected most closely 

in their architectural symbolism and in their use of the landscape. This is 

one of the four elements which we must consider in order to successfully 

reconstruct the Khmer cultural environmento As Ortega comments "Society 0 •• 

2 
contains only commonplaces and exists on the basis of these commonplaces." 

These 11commonplaces 11 are inherent in the symbols of that society as being 

the distinguishing trait of homo sapiens. }~n's image of man has changed from 
3 

that of man the tool-maker to man the symbolisero One of the strongest 

2 

3 
in Man and People, quoted in t~nas. 

See, for example Hhite, P• 45. 11It was the introduction of symbols, word
forrned symbols, into the tool process that transformed anthropoid tool
behaviour into human tool-behaviour. 11 
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representations of the inherent symbolic values of a culture will be found in 
4 

the high-style architecture of that culture and when such values reach out 

and markedly affect the landscape their importance is vastly increased. 

Secondly one must consider the role of the religious institutions 

of a given cultureo In many cultures the role of interpreter of symbols falls 

to the religious hierarchy which, in some cases, goes so far as to become 

the only medium of symbolic expression for that culture. In such cultures 

religion cannot be separated from cultural traits such as social structure 

or economic orfanisation and it therefore becomes the most satisfactory 

available index of that culture. In the Khmer culture religion played 

precisely this major role, a role which will be here considered at some 

length, concurrently with a consideration of the effects of religion upon 

the landscape. 

The other elements necessary for such a reconstruction are knowled~e 

of the environmental setting and of the htstorical events that occurred in 

that settingo Many questior.s re!!arding the Khne:r e".'..n b_~ :i~swered only via a 

consideration of the historical developmAnt of their civilisation and the 

accompanying chane;es jn attitudes toward the environment. Both these 

considerations will be entered into in due course, both specifically and 

generically. 

4 
the term is Rapoport' so Tt ·tnfe-rs those buildings which a.re designed and 
built by teallls of snecialists, presu11ably in response to the demands of the 
elite of that society. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A BRIEF CONSIDERATION OF THE LITFRATURE ON THE KID1RR 
5 

Before the arrival of Henri Houhot the existence of Angkor had 

been documented by a much earlier generation of European travellers, the 

Portuguese and Spanish. This literature was, however, not rediscovered 

until after Mouhot had rekindled interest in this tropical forest high 
6 

civilisation; it has recently been sur:unarised in French by B.P. Groslier. 

Much material rolevant to the Khmer has been ~athered under the auspices of 

L'Ecole Fran'.iaise d'Fxtr&ie-Orient which was originally set up to study the 

problems posed by theso people. This material has appeared in a wide 

variety of journals and under the headings of a wide nurnber of subjects, 
7 

many non-"geographic" in natureo Little ori.~-rinal work has been done in u 

English on this area, the leso-rn.c.-,j oste of Empire resultint; in this 

ex-colonial outpost of th€~ French beine: regarded as lying almost exclusively 
8 

in the French academic sphere of interesto Of late however m,<J.ny of the 

major French works have been translated into ~nglish, ~resumably as a result 
9 

of the new forms of colonialism this area is experiencingo 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

whose diary has been translated recently by Christopher Pymn 

Surnmarised by B.P. Grosli.er (19_58). 

See especially the Bulletin d'Ecole Fran~aise d'Extr~rne-Orient (B.E.F.E.O.). 

The vast majority of work originally written in English is of the poorly 
documented and hic;hly speculative traveller's tales variety. It appears as 
if all the English speakinr, visitors to Angkor felt obliged to publish 
accounts of their jungle experiences. 
Notable exceptions to this arH found in riajor works of synthesis such as 
those of L.P. Bri~gs (19.51) and, more recently and more accurately, 
Christopher Pym (1968)0 

Prime sources are tho excellent historical reconstructions produced by 
George Coedes and the works on the history of Kh.'ller art by Bernard Philippe 
Groslier. A drawback with the latter author from the geographer's view
point is an excessive tendency towards environmental determinism. The 
most comprehensive translated treatment of Khmer art itself is that of 
Madeleine Giteau. 
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Host English speakin~ interest in Indochina has been expressed by 

Indian scholars who, having recently come to the realisation that it was 

their forbears who originally colonised South rast Asia for mercantile 

purposes, have shown some concern with the historical development of South 
10 

East Asian culturec This has, in turn, tended to encourage a continuing 

interest in the area among British historians who, although primarily 

concerned with India herself, were among the first scholars to demonstrate 
11 

the one-time existence of a Greater India. 

10 

11 

For example, R.C. Majumdar and Bijan Raj Chatterji. Their work does, 
however, tend towards the view that the cultures of Greater India were 
exclusively a result of Indianisa.tion. This is a rather short-sighted 
view: those cultures which were almost entirely Indian imitations collapsed 
when the fifth century A.D. brought to a close Indian overseas venturing 
and cut off the Indian mother cultureo Only those cultures which had 
incorporated local ideas into the Indian scheme of the world throve in 
the South East Asian environmento 

H.G. Quaritch \Jales has produced an immense amount of literature on this 
topic. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SYMBOLIC IMPLICATIONS OF RELIGION FOR THE KHMER UNIVERSE 

One of the prime concepts in South East Asian religions, one 

which derives directly from their largely Indian parentage, is a belief in 

the parallelism between the macrocosmos and the microcosmos or, more 

prosaically, between the universe of the gods and the world of meno The 

implications for ecology here are numerouso If the universe of the gods can 

be physically represented in the world of men it will be a highly stylised 

and Sj1!nbolic representationo This belief in parallelism also includes a 

belief in the harmony and unity of the worldo The state, the social group 

and the individual must all be in harmony with the universe and therefore 

with nature: this necessary harmony is then reflected in all man-made 

structures or artifacts within the landscape. To further this end the state 

must therefore control all the forces of production to guarantee welfare and 

prosperity for all so that the gods may not find wanting the imitation of 

their world of presumed luxury and plenty. In the Khmer culture there were 

three primary religious forces which were the creators of the Khmer land-

scape. These three, modified slightly from their Indian origins to suit local 

conditions, operated upon a base of comparatively unsophisticated religious 

beliefs. In chronological order of their appearance in Khmer history these 

were 

A. Pre-Indian beliefs i The Dong-Son 
ii The Megalithic 

B. Brahmanism 

c. Mahayana Buddhism 

D. Hinayana Buddhism 
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A. Pre-Indian beliefs 

i The Dong-Son 

The religion of the Dong-Son peoples who inhabited the coast of 

much of present day North and South Vietnam and Cambodia was essentially one 

which believed in the gods of the sky. A belief in "heaven" is demonstrated 

by the paintings on the ceremonial "rain drums" which include representations 

of boats laden with feather clad figures; solLls embarking for the land of 
12 

the blessed beyond the clouds. 

ii The Megalithic 

The Megalithic people who inhabited Ln1.,\s, highland North Vietnam, 

upland Cambodia away from the Mekong delta and much of Malaya appear to have 

held a very different view of their gods from the only other pre-Indian 

culture of which we have knowledge, the Dong-Sono The characteristic 

remnants of this culture are megalithic funerary monuments, urns, dolmens and 

menhirs, demonstrating the earthward orientation of their religious beliefs. 

Their gods were those of the rivers and the mountains, the trees and the 

soil. 

B. Brahmanism 

This, the first of the Indian religions to have major effects 

upon South East Asian history, was perhaps the most influential. Above all 

it set the pattern for all the Khmer cities as a representation of the 
13 

universe in stone. In Brahmanic doctrine the world consists of a circular, 

12 

13 

R. Heine-Geldern (1947)0 The "rain drums" appear to have been used in a 
rain-making ceremony to simulate the thunder preceding rain in a tropical 
forest environment. 

R. Heine-Geldern (1942) whose analysis is followed here with few modifica
tions. 
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central continent named Jal"lbUdvipa, the. home of man, which is surrounded by 

seven annular oceans and six annular continents. Beyond the seventh ocean 

the world is surrounded by an enormous mountain range. In the centre of 

Ja.mbudrlpa rises the holy mountain, Mount Meru, the pole of the universe 

and about which both our world and the universe revolveo On the summit of 

Mount Meru is the city of Brahma, home of the eods. 

The principal deities honoured in South East Asia were closely 

related to those found in Indiao Shiva, destroyer of each universe at the 

end of its cycle when corruption has made it inherently evil, was the most 

popular. Vishnu, preserver of the universe, was also a commonly worshipped 

deity. Brahma, creator and lord of the uni.verse, was, as in India in the 

first to fifth centuries A.D., very largely out of favour. One peculiarity 

in Brahmanic belief ~~ongst the Khmer was the patronisation of Harihara, an 

unusual compound deity possessing features from both Shiva and Vishnuo 

c. Mahayana Buddhism 

The Mahayana cosmo£Sraphy is essentially similar to that of 

Brahmanism. :Mount Heru once more provides the pole of the universe and is 

surrounded by seven annular mountain chains separated by as many oceans. 

Surrounding the seventh mountain chain is, however, a great ocean containing 

the four island continents, one at each cardinal point, an ocean surrounded 

by a final wall of mountains. The southern continent in this universe is 

JambUdv1pa, the home of man. Mount Meru itself houses the lowest of the 26 

heavens on its lower slopes and the second heaven, the home of Indra, chief 

of the 33 gods, on its summit. Notable in Mahayanist belief is the concept 

of the bodhisattva, a concept which allows future Buddhas to be identified 

during their existEmco on this earth. Principal deity of Khmer Mahayanism 

Was the bodhisattva Lokesvci.r::i who, ultimately, callle to ::ie identified with the 

Khmer priost-kinE or dEwara.ja, thereby transformin13 him into a semi-god king; 

pz ope who will be a ~od after death 9 
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D. Hin.<J.yana Buddhism 

Although descended from the same teachings of Gautama Buddha as is 

Mahay.inism, Hinayanism places very different emphasis upon certain aspects 

of those teachings. It promotes the inner peace of the individual rather 

than the glory of the king; personal enlightenment rather than the welfare 

of the state. Hinayanism, often called Buddhism of the Lesser Vehicle, and 

now most conunonly termed Theravada Buddhism, has no eternal deities. As do 

the original te.'-lchings of Gautama Buddha it emphasises each individual's 

personal progression towards a state of grace, a progression marred or 

hastened by the actions of that individual in this life. It therefore 

accepts no eternal deities and requires no temples or shrines to either 

house worshippers of those deities or encourage them to perform actions 

beneficial to the worshipper. In effect it is the exact opposite of the 

religions of state glorification represented in ~->outh East Asia by 

Brahmanism and :Mahayana Buddhism. 

E. Physical Manifestations of these beliefs 

The basic essentials of both the Prahmanic and Mahayanist universes 

can be expressed effectively on the landscape in stone. The abbreviated 

images of each require only a central tower and temple on a raised mountain, 

natural or artificial, surrounded by the requisite nu.mber of terraces and 

moats to symbolise mountains and oceans and oriented towards the cardinal 

points. The only significant differences are in the object of devotion in 

each reli:tlon. If the prevailinz r"liGion were Brah.manic the central temple 

would contain a linca:m, phallic s~"'1.bol of Shiva, the god of destruction, to 

repre~ent the pole of the univwr:-no If the ?revailing reJ4gion were 

MahayA:nist tho central ter1p]e wo~11 r1 r,nrtain a statue of Buddha in his role as 

the bodhisattva 101'-')~Yar:'l, "Lord of the ~'iorld" o 
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As an example of the t:'Pe of "ci ty11 thus constructed by the !Our.er 

we may ta1~o the B'lkhEmg at Angkor, a monument dE:~dicated to Shiva '1nc1 

constructed at the command of YaS'ovarman, founder 0f Y<J.sodharapura, the Kroner 

term for Angkor itself. The Bal:heng, constructed on a natural hill which 

represents Mount Meru, is comprised of 108 towers of two sizf~S s~"Ill!lletrically 

surrounding the l09th. l.Jhen viewed frorri the cardinal point in the exact 

centre of each side only 33 of these can be seen at any one time, arraneed 

on the seven levels of the ground, five terraces and the final platfon110 

The 33 Gods of both 3rahmanic and Hahayanist belief are thereby represented 

as ha.vine domain over the seven continents. 

The Bakheng is, however, more than a symbolic home of the gods. 
14 

It is, additionally, the Khmer calendar expressed in stoneo The 108 

towers are sited in four groups of 27, representin~ the four phases of the 

Moon and the 27 lunar mansions or days. The smaller towers comprise a group 

of 60, a physical representat1on of the Indian belief, GA-ported to South 

East Asia, that it took the planot Jupiter a. period of 60 years to complete 

one revolution around the sun. 

Such an expression of relieious and cosmological belief in stone 

has no meaning for the fervent Hinayanist. The glorification of the gods by 

the construction of monuments is n()t permitted by the teachings of Gautallla 

Buddha as interpreted in the beliefs of the Lesser Vehicleo The principle 

of living a good life to accu~ulate Karma in order to attain rebirth into a 

higher position in the next life, until the ultimate aim of the achievement of 

Buddha-hood is attained, is thorehy ma.de completely at odds with the necessity 

to placate the eods with sheer weieht of masonry rather than eood intent. 

14 
B.P. Groslier (1962), p. lOl~. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RELEVANT DETAILS OF THE PHYSICAL E'NVIRONHE'NT 

The physic2.l environment inhabited by the Kroner is, to our eyes, 

an altogether unpromising or.e. Htmtirn~ton in 1922 expressed bewilderment 

over the success of the Kroner in establishing what he terms "high 
15 

civilisation" under such conditionso Although Huntington considered their 

success as indicatins an infusion of outside vigour in the form of Indiani-

sation rather than the result of environ:riental stimulation, if one were 

looking for an envirorunent which would stimulate, one could experience 

considerable difficulty findinz, one more challensing than that of Cambodiao 

Granted the climate may have been continuously hot and humid but the physical 

inhabited area was nothing if not hostile to man's activities. Whilst the 

Mekong delta, the area occupied for a time by the state of Fu-nan, suffered 

from too much water and had to be subjected to flood control, the area 

around the Tonle ~)ap, the site of Angkor and the homeland of the Khmer, 

suffered from a considerable water deficiency and had to be irr1.gate<l. In 

fact 

"Far from beinz, a favourable site Angkor was an 
unpromisinr:; place in which to found the capital of 
a nascent empire, :rnd its adverse physical conditions 
demanded from the settlers a supreme effort merely 
to surviveo 11 16 

Ane;ko:r is located at the extreme northwest of the TonlA' Sap area of 

Cambodia, the Tonle Sap beinc;, literally, tht~ Great Lake. Some measure of 

natural irrigation j s provided for the area immediately adjacent to the lake 

15 

16 
P• 274. 

Christopher P,Yln (1968), p. 42. 
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by its ye::irly floodin()" consequent upon the backing up of the l•!ekong River at 

the time of the hip;h sprinf! tide. As far as soil is concerned 

11the :illuvial plain of the Angkor region was poorer 
than that borderine; on the Nekone; River. Horeover, 
it was gradually eroding. Some areas were marshy 
and uncultivable, and the immediate area of the 
Great Lake was subject to uncontrollable flooding." 

In other terms, too, Ane;kor is a poor site for a major cityo 

Accessibility by sea and alone; the Mekong is possible but poor; in any case 

the Kroner never became sailors of note! As a route centre the present 

capital of Phnorr. Penh, situated at the junctior. of four arms of the Mekong, 

17 

is in a far more advantageous position. As a resource centre Anekor is again 

a poor sitE:J and the sandstone used for the monuments had to be brought a 

minimum of 25 miles. 

The picture th8refore emere;es of a basically unfavourable environ-

ment in which, as with all tropical rain forest conditions, agriculture is 

hazardous at best. Although rainfall is high so are evaporation rates, and 

paddy :rice is impractica.l without irrigation. For this reason even the 

uncontrollable floods around thn Tonle Sap were presumably preferable to none 

to the Khmer. In Cambodia this sit~ation is heightened by the effective . ,_ 

rainfall, which occurs only over six r1onths of the year, largely under 

monsoon conditionso The rest of the year evaporation exceeds precipitation 

and agriculture is made impractical without irrigation. Finally such 

consistently high rainfall, cot:pled with the nature of tropical vegetation, 

produces heavily leach{id soils with a layer of hardpan; soils which cannot be 

ploughed ancl which, by this very facet of their nature, virtually require 

standing water cultivatior. under which conditions soil quality becomes immaterial. 

17 
Ibid., ppo 41-?. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ITISTORICAL EVENTS OF RELEVANCE TO THF KHMF'R 

There are five periods of history basic to a consideration of the 

development of Khmer ecolof,Y. These are, in chronological order 

A. Pre-Indianisation 

B. First Act -- the development of Fu-nan 

c. Intermission -- the confusion that was Chen-la 

D. Second Act -- the ~lory that was Kambuja 

E. Finale -- the collapse of Kambuja 

A. Pre-Indianisation 

Very little remains to be said of this period that has not been 

covered in previous commentary on pre-Indian religions. The evidence is poor 
18 

because of a lack of effective archeological work in the area, but from 

what evidence is available we may reconstruct an extremely rapid jump from 

the Neolithic to the Bronze Age. 

18 

19 

"Metal appe,q,rs suddenly, clear proof that it came 
from abroad, in the midst of civilisations that 
remained imperturbably Neolithic, and were to 
rem.a.in so for centuries.... This is characteristic 
of the Indochinese melting-pot where, in general, 
every great advance comes from outside and has to 
wait some time before it is adopted, but once 
assimilated, completely transforms the ancient order." 19 

B.P. Groslier (J960), p. J. 

B.P. Groslier (1962), po 28. 
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B. First Act -- the development of J:t'u-nan 

The relationship between Fu-nan and the Khmer has been well 

expressed by Christopher Pym when he says, 

"Imagine two concentric circles with a mutual 
centre identified as the Hindu prince Kaundinyao 
::lo nii;:ht one express the link between Fu-nan and 
Khmer. According to legend, Kaundinya was their 
conunon ancestor. 11 20 

Kaundinya was the mythical founding father of Fu-nan, a Hindu prince 

who married a daughter of the Naga king of Fu-nan. This symbolic marriage 

with the daughter of the mythical snake king, who took on human form for the 

benefit of Kaundinya, has stronci; relevance to what we may surmise actually 

occurred. Fu-nan was an Indian mercantile colony set up to serve the 

rapidly increasing and extremely lucrative trade in spices, perfumed woods 

and e;ums between India and the Mediterranean world, a demand which we know 
21 

India hersE:ilf was incapable of meeting. Groslier has outlined the possible 

consequences of this. Indian traders, from the reports of their voyagers, 

knew that the Halay Peninsula, which they termed the Golden Khersonese, and 

the lands beyond it in Indochina, were rich in the items in demand in 
22 

Rome. In order to reach southern Indochina and safe harbour on the Mekong 

the Indian traders had to sail with the monsoon, which climatic circumstance 

effectively prevented their unsophisticated vessels from returning home 

until its next occurence. In addition the goods they sour:ht were scarce even 

in Indochina and a profitable carfe'.o too Jr time to accml'!ulate, whether by trade 

with the indi~enous peoples or by their own efforts. In effect a trader was 

forced to remain abroad at least one year, and possibly more. Colonisation 

20 

21 

22 

Christopher Pym (1968), p. 220 

E.H. 1:arrnine;tono 

Paul '..heatley o The Romans knew of the Golden Khersor.ese but not of the 
farther reaches of Indochina. 
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was even further encouraged by the difficulty of exporting food from the 

Indian homeland to the colonyo 

".Ships in this trade beine; what tl:ey were, and 
the staple food of Indians, rice, being not 
transportable, because it would have fermented, 
the travellers hcid to produce in their ports of 
call food for their stay as we11 as for their 
return journey." 

The combination of an influx of new ideas brmw:ht by a people of 

obvious material wealth coupled with a new and far more productive food crop 

of obvious superiority to shifting ae;riculture and food gathering cannot 

have failed to impress the indigenous peoples. After a while it was only 

natural that some of the merchants wou1cl elect to stay and to marry local 

women who, because of the hii:-h economic and social status that the Indians 

must have had, cou1d only have been chosen from the upper classes. It is 

23 

therefore not surprisinrr, that Kaundinya should have m._"l.rried a local princess! 

Hand in hand with the new agriculture went new flood control 

techniaues. Thfl lower Hekong, thfl beatinp; heart of Fu-ran, suffers frnrri a 

considerable excess of water. ThP. flooded plains and swamp de1ta of the are8. 

could not be succes~-f'J, J~r ''l"-li~ ~1rt>-luctive wit'.1out a so;1!:isticated water-

control syst~wi, a s~r"'+.eM. s111'!h as thR.t ri.1ready in use in parts of northern 

India anrl CPyl.:m when col()nis"lti.on be['.';i,n. 0icnifica:itly most of Fu-n;i,n 1 s 

merchants were frt)i!l no:::-th(~rn India. This :ibi 1i ty to C•Y"~ "'Ol w11ter has been a 

crucial one in the devHlopmt-mt of all civili.s~.":::i.ons, but one which is even more 

crucial is an area of overahc'nr1·1r.<·r> of water such as th'lt found in South East 

Asiao ',·.itl::ont the r•h:"'..lity to control water it is cerb.in that neither Fu-nar 

1'HYi'." thH Kroner Fmpire could ha.vc oxisted as they did and the in.":roduction of 

~----

B.P. Groslier· (1960), p. 6. 
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this technology into 0outh F;ist .i\sia by th9 Indians ranks perhaps second only 

to the introduction of Inrli:rn relit~ion in its effects on future events there. 

In terms of re1i.gion the early teachinp.:s of Gautarna Buddha, alien 

to the Hinayana, appear to have predominated amon[" the common people in 

early days. From the first century A.D. however Buddhism existed side by 

side with ~'ihivaite Brahrnanism, which latter was the adopted cult of the stateo 

In fact Brahrnanism, under the pressure of Buddhism, W.'1S underfsoing two 

basic chci.nE':es at this tinio. The first of these was a chAnt~e from a 

relie:ion emph<J.sisi'1r; ritual to one emphasising a mo~e personal relationship 

between th-3 devotee anri the p;od; the second was an incre:ising and very 

important tren<l towards a monotheistic concept of e;od, culmin,<'.Jtin,s in a 

tendency to worship on]y one of the cods of the Hindu pantheon. In South 

East Asia the e;od most often so favoured was Shiva th~-) destroyer, although, 

to add confusion, a syncretism of Shivaism, Vishnuism and the n,g,scent 
24 

Mahayana Buddhism was often found in Fu-nan. ',,hat rem11ins important is, 

howevor, that all cults and relifz;ions appear to have been tolerated and even 

enco'.lrae:ed despite the patronac:;e of Shivaism as the state c1Llt • 

.Somewhere in the mid-sixth century the state of Fu-nan collapsed. 

Hhat was previously the northern, vassal, nei~hbourin::; state of Chen-la, 

located around th€' Great lAke or Tonlf~ ;,n_p of CRJ'1bodia 1 s interior, turned on 

its parent and conquf-lrt~d her. Tho roasons for this rather sudden collapse 

of a stronrr economy are not :irnriedi;;tely apparento There appears to have 

been no ecological contradiction in Fu-nan: the captive w,g_ter system of 

Indian technolo:.:i;ical ori6in was an efficient technique for intensive rice 

production in tho flooded fields of the Nekong delb.o "\Jhat is significant, 

L.P. Jrim;s.(1951), Po 250 
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however, is that around the end of the fifth century A.D., Indian trade with 

the }~diterranean world had dwindled almost to nothing, an increasingly rigid 

caste system in India was preventing Indian merchants from travelling abroad, 

and the Straits of Malacca had been closed,owing to intensive pirate 
25 

activity. The collapse of Fu-nan appears to have been a case of outside 

strangulation rather than internal poisoninr.;. 

C. Intel:'!llission 
26 

the confusion that was Chen-la 

The Chen-la period of Khmer history from around 550 A.D. to 802 A.D. 

is the most poorly documented of all. This period of transition from the 

Indianised, pre-Khmer state of Fu-nan to the Khmer Empire proper is, however, 

one of consider.able importance with regard to the problem of ecological 

balance. Very little documentation exists concerning Chen-la and, as is the 

case with Fu-nan, much of that which we do possess is Chinese in origin. He 

do know that the new regime in Chen-la was exclusively Shivaite in origin and 

that Buddhist beliefs fell by the wayside. 

25 

26 

27 

"The Chinese pilgrim I-ching, who wrote at the end 
of the seventh century, said indeed that formerly 
in Fu-nan "the law of Buddha prospered and spread, 
but today a wicked kine; has completely destroyed it 
and there are no more rnonks. 11 • 11 27 

See H.G. Quaritch \'!ales (1937) for a consideration of this problemo The 
Indian merchants appear to have responded to tho piracy in the Malacca 
Straits by developing a land route across the Malay Peninsula at its 
narrowest point, the Bay of Bandon. 

The name is that e;iven to the country by the Chinese who were regular 
visitors to Fu-nan and who appear to have looked with disfavour on the 
transfer of po1,mr in southern Indochina to the state of Chen-la. 

G. Coed~s (1968), p. 680 This may cast some further lieht on the abrupt 
termination of the Fu-nanese line of kings. In the fifth and sixth centuries 
A.D. the popularity of Buddhism in Fu-nan appears to have increased rapidly. 
I-ching speaks high1y of tho devoutness of Fu-nanese rnonks of this period 
and it may be that had they berun to slip into a neglect of the state cult 
of Shiva, a neglect which, in South East Asian terms, might be considered 
as having appro:::iriately brou7ht down the wrath of Shiva the destroyer, 
assuming the earthly form of the state of Chen-la, upon their headso 
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The extensively documented work of Coedes tells us what little more 

we know definitely of the state of Chen-lao 

"The (Chinese) T'ang histories tell us that shortly 
after 706 Cambodia caM.e to be divided in two and 
returned to the anarchic state that had existed 
before it wa.s unified under the Kings of Funan and 
the first kinr;s of Chenlao "The northern half• a 
land of mountains and valleys. was called Land Chenla. 
The Southern half, bounded by the sea and covered with 
lakes, was called 1:Jater Chenla 11 • 11 28 

SiGnificantly this division corresponds to both the Fu-nan/Chen-la 

division that existed at the heirht of Fu-nanese power, and the much earlier 

one between the Dong-::;on and Megalithic prehistoric cultures. It is a 

division into upland and lowland dwellers which is still significant today 

in much of Indochina. 

The importance of Chen-la stems very larti:ely from the reasons for 

the confusion of its history. The ability to adequately rnanaee its 

environ~ent must be considered as almost the first pre-requisite for any 

culture, and if expansion of that culture is to occur then the ability to cope 

with environmental limitations must be improved. In South Sast Asia the 

prime environmental problem is th.<lt of watero In the Mekong delta the 

Fu-nanese had too much: in Chen-la the effective precipitation, despite a 

hi~h overall rainfall, was far too low. The State of Che~-la appears to 

have been as capable of mana'.jins the local water problem as it was of 

politically uniting its coastal and upland areas. No new systems of 

cultivation were developed and the arts of water control known to the 

Fu-nanese appear totally forgotton: there is at least no evidence whatsoever 

of the use of such techniques in either Land or i.·!ater Chen-la after the mid-

sixth century A.D. 

28 
Ibid., P• 850 
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The ultimate result of this was to cause the complete disintegra-

tion of Cambodia as a political unit of any typeo Her 

"... hi story du:ri ng the greater part of the 
eir,hth century is a blank. Anarchical conditions 
prevailed as the realm was split up among rival 
powers. In the genealogies of later kings (of the 
Khmer Empire) •••• we find that the chief object is 
to link up these ninth and tenth century monarchs 
with all the ancient dynasties which ruled in 
succession or simultaneously in the reaL~ which 
Jayavarman II succeeded in unifying." 

D. Second Act -- the glory that was Kambuja 

The importance of the first king of Kambuja proper, Jayavarman II, 

who ascended the throne in 802 A.D. and died in 8.50 A.D., can scarcely be 

overestimated. Returning to Cambodia from Java Jayavarman brought with him 

new ideas of cultural and religious ore;anisation that had been developed by 
; ~ 

the Sailendra dynasty of the Srivijaya Empire, which at that time controlled 

the Indonesian islands and Malayan Peninsula, to provide a more stable and 

legitimate basis for the royal power. It was Jayavarman who was responsible 

for the concept of the temple mountain as an artificial representation of 

Mount Meru and for the concept of legitimising the Khmer ruler who inhabited 

that mountain as a priest king or devaraja co1nmitted firmly to the state 
30 

cult of Shivaism. It was at this point that line of descent became 

important to the Khmer king, Jayavarman investing the principle of the 

29 

devaraja in the royal line for all time. Underlining this came the endowment 

of a specific family of Brahmins with the continuing right to supply the 

chief advisor to the monarch, a right that ensured the Shivakaivalya family 

considerable influence and the god Shiva the eternal loyalty of the Khmer 

royal line. 

29 

30 
B.R. Chatterji (1964), p. 264. 

B.Po Groslier (1962), po 89. 
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The ideas of Jayavarman II vrere faithfully enlarged upon by his 

successors. The concept of the temple mountain as the home of the devaraja 

was strengthened by the logical extension of this principle: the home 

during life became the home after death and the temple 111ountain doubled as 

a funerary monumento This point was to have e:reat implications for Khmer 

ecology, as will be indicated later. 

Most immediately notable among these successors was the king 

Indravarman who succeeded to the throne in 877 A.Do• It was Indravarman who 

took the concept of the Khmer temple mountain as initiated by the devaraja 

concept of Jayavarman to its ecological conclusiono As has been indicated 

earlier the Angkor region appeared to be no site for a huge population 

concentration. The monsoon rainfall which occurs only in the hottest months 

of the year results in what is effectively a six-month drought, despite the 

volume of such precipitation. At Roluos, the site of thf1 temple mountain 

constructed by Indravarman and some 100 kilometres southeast of Angkor 

itself, IndravarrMn solved for the Khmer the problem posed by theerratic 

rainfallo Adapting the flood control technology Indian merchants had brought 

to Fu-nan but which had never been exploited by the state of Chen-la, 

Indravarman constructed an artificial reservoir or baray of some considerable 

size, its sides measurine 4,400 by 930 metreso By storing the water provided 

by the monsoon rains and irrigatin::; the rice crops in the dry months the 

potential of the year-round high temperatures at this latitude for continuous 

rice production was realised. 

'•i th tho tr0111endous food surplus that could be built up from the 

three rice crops per year mado !°)Ossible by this irrir,ation the Khrner were now 

in full control of their environment. Of considerable importance in the 

success of this new ecological control was the concept of balance. The 

intimate interrolAtionships com'T!n'l to the Brahman unive.,,.c;e MAY have made this 
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concept of ecolo3icri.l baln!'l('(' ::::-eadily accept;ible to the Kh.::J.er. Obsorv2tion of 

the care with whicl:: the god's hnlanced thei.,.. world revealod 3 tellinCI' lesson 

in the v.1.]ll'.J o: -i;r-itntion: r- carefuJ b3lar.cint:; of the earthly world reaped 

rich r8unrcis in terms of ful1 stor'lo.chs and continui.nt; securityo 

Peinforcerl by the success of the new economy the~ Khmer wont from 

stren:::;th to strE:Jn.<.:th. 

":'he successors to Jay:ivqrM::rn !I built reservoirs and 
tel11ples and ••• rrade rood their fo'mder 1 s boast that 
with the~ secret of Jc.va 1 s kings the rower t'f the 
devar;:i"ja could be m'lde impre::nable. The ter:ple 
rio1mtair.s had been built rec;ularly and their 
connect; on wi tr t.ho goc s of Hinduism. assiduously 
rnaintc.ined. 1!1 .... Jl this the Khner kine:s were 
supported by thl priests, who werE:: pow:~rful in their 
mm ri1:.:;ht, ofter; related to the royal family, and 
who woy-ked with thF' kine;s in the building of temples 
anrl the development of land. 11 

This continual buildin:- of the temples, so intim'ltely connected 

with the developr::ent of the artificial :reservoirs, wa.s further encouraged by 

the funerary nature of the riom:ments. Since the deparhid ruler continued to 

inhabit ri::: own ter1i1le mount air. in his after-lifo each mm king had to 

31 

construct himself a new temple, thereby prcvidine; M.i"lse1f with a home in this 

life and the next, 3.nd his people with a further increase in economic well-

beinfS. 

This WBalth does not appoar to have rested solely in the hands of 

the pri8stly elites. 

31 

32 

"The uppo:r class<is may h11ve had ewerythinc and the 
lower nothin':'", but their humility was not so hard 
to beiaro One dN:'S not, for inst.'lnce, have the 
irnpr•~ssion th:i.t a four caste system was thrust upon 
themo 11 

Christopher Pym (1968), p. 62. 

G. Grosl:ier (1924), ppo 126-80 (This author's tr.:inslation). 

32 
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Later authors have been considerably more enthusiastic about the 

lot of the Khmer peasant. 

"The life of a Khmer was probably far from wretchedo 
In practice he was the owner of his rice-field, 
which thanks to irrigation yielded a super-abundant 
crop. There was little or no distinction of class 
and even the slaves -- prisoners of war, savages 
from the neighbouring mountains, insolvent debtors 
-- were almost one of the family. Ancient laws 
protected everyone, and the splendour of the king 
shone upon all alike. 11 33 

This picture, apparently very rosy, is not as far from the truth as 

many modern academics have implied. As late as the 1870 1 s it is extremely 

probable that the rising standard of living of the working man in the 

industrial areas of Europe and North America was only just equalling the 
34 

standard of diet and life expectancy of the average Chinese peasanto What 

has been interpreted as the work of totalitarian despots enslaving huge 

numbers of the common people to work on projects for the personal aggrandise-

ment of the ruler can only be an interpretation resulting from an essential 
35 

misunderstanding of such societies. 1.~hen the common people are well fed 

and protected from their enemies they are unlikely to complain bitterly 

about the increase in the wealth of their community their labours will provide. 

33 

34 

35 

B.P. Groslier (1957), p. 166. 

Lecture given by Rhoads :Murphey, University of British Columbia, 
February 5th, 1969. 

Most notably \.-Ii ttfogel (19 57) o In a far-ranging and nearly comprehen
sive (he omits the Naya anc1 Khmer) cross-cultural, historical analysis 
\!Ji ttfogel effectively makes the point that what he terms "hydraulic 
civilisations" require top heavy bureaucracies with considerable power. 
Yet this sit,uation, as hittfor:el indicates (p. 13), is virtually a required 
response to the environmental problem of water-shortage: a strong power 
elite is almost indispensable in such conditionso Spate, in his review, 
sums up some of the faults in this analysis relating to a deliberate over
painting of the "evils" of such a society, but omits to concede the 
possibility of "benevolent despotism". This latter [-.Jittfogel dismisses 
somewhat brusquely with the statement that "terror is essential for 
maintaining the ruler's rationality optimum" (p. 187) o The ideals of the 
eastern religions (most notably Buddhism) appear to have been studiously 
ignored at this pointo 
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As Groslier points out of the Kroner case 

"far from being a manifestation of megalomania, 
these gigantic undertakings, which followed close 
on one another, often overlapping, increased the 
zone of cultivation and multiplied wealth." 

Nowhere in the Cambodian written record is there any evidence of 

the dissatisfaction of the common people. Although the written record was 

the product of the priestly elite one would expect comments upon an 

36 

insurrection had any occurredo Likewise, in the only other written records we 

possess of the Khmer, the Chinese historians speak very favourably of the 

spirit of the Khmer "barbarians", not to mention their honest frankness and 

open generosity. These were not a downtrodden peasantry. 

E. Finale -- the collapse of Kambuja 

The successes of the ninth to eleventh centuries A.D. were very 

largely a result of the comparative peace enjoyed by the state of Kambuja, 

hub of the Khmer Empire. In the twelfth century came a remarkable change. 

Suryavarman II, ruler of the EMpire from 1113 to 1150 A.D., and one of the 

most successful kings in its history, dedicated his funerary temple not to 

Shiva the destroyer as all his predecessors had done, but to Vishnu the 

preserver. This is all thH more significant when it is considered that the 

object of this dedication was not just another temple but the greatest 

creation of Khmer art and architecture, Angkor \\lat itself. Rather than take 

a posthumous name indicating service to the god Shiva, Suryavarman took as 

his name after death Paramavis.hnuloka. ' As Coedes comments 

36 
B.P. Groslier (1962), p. 97. 
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0 The name Paravishnuloka is an indication of the 
favor Vishnuism enjoyed at the Court, a favor that 
manifested itself less in the building of temples 
dedicated to Vishnu than in the decoration of 
edifices inspired for the most part by the legendary 
cycle of Vishnu-Krishnan This fervor for a cult that 
was more capable than Shivaism of inspiring devotion 
(bhakti), the mystic pouring out of the soul toward 
the divinity, is found in the same period in Java •••• " 37 

It is most probable that this preference for a more mystical form 

of Brahmanism was sparked by the increasing popularity of Hinayana Buddhism 

among the masses, a popularity which was to culminate in that religion's 

almost complete acceptance by the Kroner comITlon people by the end of the 

thirteenth century. Although Suryavarman neither desposed Shiva from his role 

as chief god of the Khmer State nor affected materially the power of the 

ever-present Shivakaivalya family, his actions indicate one of tho first 

manifestations of discontent with the devaraja concept, at least as it was 

related to Shiva. 

The event that was to most severely shake K~mer confidence in 

their concept of th~ state, and perhaps ultimately shatter it, occurred some 

27 years after the probable date of Suryavarman's death. Suryavarman had 

fought lone and successfully a~ainst the Chams, the inhabitants of what 

approximates to present-day South Vietnam, a people ever a thorn in the side 

of Karnbujao In 1177 the Chams took their revenge in no uncertain terms when 

they put An~kor to tho sack by the devious move of invadinc by sea and up 

the Mekon~o The city of An~kor, theoretically isolated in the centre of 

Cambodia, was not even w11.lled, the Khmer wars having previously been frontier 

affairs. This event proved anocetlyptic in chci '1"j :w t 11e :ittitudes of the 

common people. Before they h11.d been secure U'1r1EH' t 11e protection of their 

priest-king, who invoked for them thr-i p<,.;mr of their e;ocis by his commission 

37 
G. Coed~s (1968), p. 162. 
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of the gre.qt irrigatiol"l F1wks ind temple 111ount,<iins. Now the power of their 

gods was questi.oned, ;:i.nd not even by r:i.lien peoples with stran:i;e gods, for 

the Indian influence on Cham culture had given them a virtually identical 

pantheon. It appeared as if, for the first time, the Brahr'1A.n gods had ceased 

to smile upon Cambodia. 

It was the role of sn~riou:" of the Khrier people that therefore fell 

to Kinz Jayavarman VII, the ~reatest monarch of Kambuja. Before his 

accession to the throne in 1181 A.D. be avenged the Khmer in no uncertain 

terms, installint:: a vassal prince on the Cham throne. Althourh complete 

Cham capitulation was delayed until 1203 and h.sted only until 1220 A.D., 

during this period the Khrler were, more than ever before, supreme in 

Indochina. Jayavarman VII continued to expand his rule north and west and 

exercised "at least nominal suzerainty" over parts of the Malay Peninsula and 
38 

Burma. These were however the least of th::i_ s seventh J o.~ravarman 1 s effects 

upon Khmer history. His supreme siznific::i.nce lay in the fact that he was the 

first and only mon.'.lrch of K :ir'lbuja to specifically avow al lec;i::mce to other 

than a Brahrnanic d(iity anc to dedicate a monument to that deity,, He was a 

fervent and de 11out follower of the ]\;ahriyanist faith, a belief which was to 

effect significant ch::i.nges in the Khmer art, architecture, economics and 

social institutions of his period" 

Ha.ther than a. sacred linza symbolisint: the pole of the uni_verse in 

Shi vai te fas hi on the central deity of Kl:uner worship now becarne a statue of the 

Lord Buddha. The st.qtues of Buddh<i cormnissioned by Jayav;:i.r:man VII were, 

however, no ordinary st::i.tues: they were, in thE' Hah;y~nist tradition, 

representations of the bodhisattv~ Loke~vara, the earthly representative of 

whom was the kins hi~self. In this way every statue of the bodhisattva 

Loke~vara erected d11rin0 the reie;n of J11yav;:i.r11;:i.n VII w;:.is, in reality, a 

38---
Ibid., po 1720 
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portrait of the kin0 himself. This new order is perhaps best reflected in 

the structure of th~~ Bayon .<.1t Angkor Thom, a piece of mom..ll"lf_mtal sculpture 

many art historians believe was both the greatest innovation and the final 

flower of Khmer aestheticso At the Bayon 54 four faced towers up to 40 

metres in height, each face turned towards a cardinal point, symbolise the 

omnipresence of Jayavarman VII in the state of Kambuja. Each tower 

represented one province of the empire and local ru_1ers or administrators 

sent their representatives to Angkor Thom where their symbolic homes were 

provided by these edifices. This reflects the ultimate development of the 

devaraja concept introduced in 802 A.D. by Jayavarman II, a concept which was 

perhaps the greatest strenGth of the Khmer Empire. Now the omnipresence of 

the priest-king could be seen in stone: now the ruler was as one with the 

gods from whom his power descended: now more than any time previously the 

king of Kambuja ~~ one of the gods. 

Hand in hand with this streamlining of the chain of command from 

the gods to the cofl11llon people went the by now usual economic improvements 

consequent upon the construction of new monumentso There is evidence that 

Jayavarman VII built as many monuments as his five predecessors combined, a 

phenomenal weight of sandstone and laterite when it is considered that one of 
39 

those predecessors was Suryavarman II, builder of Angkor Hat. In economic 

terms, Angkor Thom alone has been estimated as increasine ten-fold the wealth 

of the country around Angkor by its masterful consolidation and improved 
40 

control of all the previous hydraulic schemes in the area. The combined 

39 

40 
BcP~ Groslier,(1957), p. 156. 

B.P. Groslier (1957), p. 157. It appears as if Groslier's estimate may be 
very much on the conservative side. Pym (1968) indicates that Jayavarma.n 
VII was also responsible for the construction of the North Baray and the 
Baray of Banteay Kdei a.t the same time as the Fast and 'l.:est Barays under
went improvement (p. 173). Since only the ?a.st and ~,:est Rarays are 
mentioned by Groslier it may be that he has omitted consideration of the 
new constructions in his estimate. 
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effect of these increases in potential production indicate probably the 

greatest leap forward in agricultural productive capacity in the history of 

the Khmero 

The reign of Jayavarman VII also saw significant improvements in 

social conditionso These were very much related to the Buddhist nature of 

the new state religiono One of the essential beliefs of all forms of 

Buddhism is in the rebirth of the soul as a higher or lower form of life 

according to the amount of karma accumulated or lost during one's previous 

life. In the case of a king, one who acts badly will be reborn as a peasant 

or worse; one who acts beneficently will build up still greater karma than he 

already possesses and lYJ.OVe on to the status of a Buddha. To a Buddhist the 

relief of the suffering of others builds up great karma, especially when it 

is done in the name not of him or her self but of others. Jayavarman's 

feelings towards his subjects are given in the inscription which claims that 

"He suffered from the ills of his subjects more than 
from his own: for it is the grief of the people 
that causes the grief of kings, and not their own 
griefo 11 41 

This suffering Jayavarman attempted to relieve by the provision of 

a considerable number of welfare institutions. l·Iany inscriptions speak of 

his generosity to his people and indicate his foundation of at least 102 

hospitals and 798 shrines, these being supported by 11,912 metric tons of 

41 
Quoted in B"P. Groslier (1957), p. 153. The source of Jayavarrnan's beliefs 
lies in the edicts of the Fmperor Ashoka who presided over m11ch of India 
in the third century B.C •• He su.inmed up the duties of a Buddhist king in 
the follo-vring way. 

"I am never satisfied with (my) exertions or with (my) dispatch of 
business. F'or the 1re1fare of the whole world is an esteemed duty with 
me.... Th(~re is no higher duty (than this) o And what little effort I 
make is from debt to a11 beinr-s. I work for their happiness in this life, 
that they in the next world rriay gain heaven." Fmil !:>arkisyanz, from whom 
this statement is taken, com_111ents that "this can only mean that these 
welfare benefits were meant by Ashoka to make it easier to observe the 
Moral Law -- if not to provide them with leisure opportunities for 
meditation towards the pursuit of Nirvana", p. 28. 
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rice per annum, produced by 81,64-0 people in 838 villages connected to the 
42 

shrines and hospitals. This huge building progra.:mme was in fact only a 

small part of the total, which included the building of new monuments, the 

reconstruction of old monuments, consolidation of water resources, and 

improvements in the transportation network by means of new roads, bridges 

and way stations at which travellers might rest. 

This sudden growth of economic production followed by the decline 

of the Khmer, when regarded with the advantage of hindsight, has led many 

people to the conclusion that Jayavarman overtaxed the resources and ability 

of the Empire; in simple terms he wore the country out. Pym, for example, 

likens the country to 

"a plant grown under excessively artificial conditions 
or a creature forcibly fattened until it can hardly 
stando The growth was too sudden and spectacular to 
lasto 11 

Such statements, whilst seemingly accurate, are at odds with the 

43 

realities of the later history of the Khmero Jayavarman VII died in 

1218 A.D.; the Empire fell in 1431 A. D. at the hands of the Thai. Two 

hundred and thirteen years: seven generations: the rule of perhaps half a 

42 

43 

Accurate figures for the yearly consumption of the government health 
service are:

Rice 
Sesame 
Cardamom 

11,912 metric tons 
2,124 kgso 

105 kr,s. 

.After G. Coed~s (196J), P• 1040 

Nutmegs 
FE:ibrifuges 
Boxes of salve 

(for haemorrhoids) 

3,402 
48,000 
1,960 

The hospital building prograrmne, Jayavarman, to gain extra karma, dedicated 
to his mother:-

"By these good actions of mine may my mother, delivered from the ocean of 
(future) existence, attain the state of Buddhao 11 Translated from the French 
translation of Louis Fi not by B.R. Chatter ji (1964), p. 201. 

Christopher Pym (1968), p. 228. 
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dozen kinzs: these ;ire hard1y the life span of an ailing cultu.1'.'e with a 

powerful enemy such as the Chams pressing from the east and another growing 

to the north in the sh;ipe of the Thili. 

One of the few concrete evidences we do have of the changes in 

Khmer culture after 1218 A.D. is concerning religion. Jayavarman VII's 

frenetic outburst of H'"1.hayanism that Pym indicates may have overtaxed the 

state's economy was really a response to somethin~ far more deep-seated. It 

was a response to the increasine; belief amone; the common people in the 

principles of Hinayana Buddhism, a be1ief alrlost entirely opposed in its 

values to the devaraja cult of the royal Jine of Karnbujao As r:hatterji 

points out 

"It 4 r; ren.arkable thn.t at the encl of the thirteenth 
c<rntury Buddhist ;iionks wore known in Karnhuja by a 
f~iamese n3M8o ~'~~j_;.- shov1s that liin11~y3na BtAddhism was 
in thP nscend:rnce at this til"'le ~rnd that it C::>Me fror.i 
.Siam." 44 

This creepinf" conques+, <1f thfl nasses by Hinayanism Groslier sees as 

precipit:iti.rg, nt lv10-t in pcirt, Jayavarinan VII 1 s rcmark-o.ble proli-f'er[ltion of 

monuments. As he s:>ys of th(~ mm art of this e-rao 

44 

"Jcyavarman VII v.rent beyond the rather subtle 
s;;r:h'lis"l. of Lount Eeru, which was a li tt1e esoteric 
for thrJ ordin.,ry man o o •• Hence forward the great 
re}j ::i:ious thP•1c·; v.~ere outlined· against the sky for 
all to c:ee. There w1s no tilrle for refinement; the 
gods had to be conciliatm: before tho swift 2.rrival 
of de.':th, a forGt::iste of which had been rrovided by 
the Ch~no 

BoR. Chatterji (1961+), p. 211. F'or further details see Y.A. Gorf'.'oniyev 
(1966) who cot'11'lents on the e;reat number of loan words in the Khmer lang
ua.ge. i·fost re}j c:ious Joan words <ire Sanskrit but by the early fifteenth 
century A. L. Pali words from Hi. nayana Budd hi st hixt. s have be come 
cormnon. 
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Thjs art was above all a sacred drame enacted 
before perM.anent scenery in the theatre of the 
world, for gods who were turning away from 
Cambodia and whose attention had to be retained." 

All Jayavarman 1 s efforts to appeal to the common people were in 

45 

vain. Whether his fervent Mahayanism would have won them over will never be 

known since his successors reverted immediately and completely to Shivaite 

beliefs. The people certainly bui1t the monmnents Jayavarman commissioned 

from them, though their inherent fatalism may have allowed them to do so 

whilst maintaining Iilnayanist beliefs. He do know that their ancestors had 

patronised local deities left over from the Dong-Son and Megalithic 

pre-Indianisation cultures rather than the esoteric imported gods of the 

elite. Perhaps we may therefore assume that Jayavarman VII was making a 

noble attempt to popularise the devaraja concept with the people upon whose 

labour it was built. \,;batever the case he failed completelyo Subsequent 

Shivaite kings were apparently never a~ain able to capture the imagination 

of the people, no more massive monuments were constructed, and even the written 

record collapsedo The last Sanskrit inscription of Cambodia, completely 
46 

impregnated with Shivaite mysticism, contains the information that 

45 

46 

"le dernier roi Khmer connu par la dorniere 
inscription anfokorienne que nous possedions (sic), 
monta sur le tr'One vers 13270 F't le seconde 
moiti~ du XIVe. siecle a vu l'effondrement de la 
cililisation d 'An'.:'kor.... La fondation d 'Ayuthya 
aux environs de 1350, marque en quelque sorte la 
fin de la pre~minence d 'Angkor." 

B.P. Groslier (1962), p. 177. 

G. Coodes (1968), po 228. 

B.P. Groslier (19.58), p. ?. 

47 
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In 1431 AoDo the city of Angkor itself was taken by the 

Hinayanist Thai with, as far as we can today ascertain, practically no major 

fighting. The 1nonuments are undamaged and there are no written records of 

such bloodshed. It appears as if the Khl!ler common people, religious 

compatriots of the Thai by this time, simply did not resist, a point which 

will be later conjectured upon. 
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CHAPT"'R 6 

THE RF~~ULTS OF KHMF'R CULTURAL/ECOLOGICAL UlBALANCT 

As was indicated in the introduction the Khmer system of balancing 

their ecology through water storage was an exceptionally effective solution to 

their special environmental problems as well as to one of the problems central 

to all cultures; th~t of remaining in balance with one's environment. The 

Khmer system was one carefully built up over a period of many centuries of 

innovation, innovation stemming primarily from the diffusion of Indian 

ideologies and technologies into the area. The Khmer did not destructively 

exploit their resources, destroy the nutrients in their soil, submerge them-

selves in a sea of polJution or fail to match their food supply to their 

population. They were not, so it seems, victims of a genocidal war, violent 

internal revolution, or subject to mass suicidal impulses: they appear, 

through the evidence dimly visible to us through the veil of history, to 

have simply vanished. 

Such a manifestation is, to say the least, disturbing, which 

perhaps encourages our interest in these people! Yet the probleiri of Khmer 

collapse is one which has always been looked at in the essentially pragmatic 

terms outlined in the proceedin~ parac:raph. In many ways, and largely as a 

result of their religion, the later Khmer came to be out of balance with 

their environment, not so much ecologically as spiritually. Their perception 

of their relationship with their universe was altered. The whole period of 

Fu-nan, Chen-la and Kambuja before the advent of Indravarman and controlled 

irrigation saw the Khmer city as a religious centre remarkably similar to 

that of the Maya in function, around which thu common people 

"farmed the soil in an empirical way, or rather 
cultivated it only according to the rhytn~ of 
natural factors, depending upon actual levelljng, 
rains or periodic floods to fill rice-fields. 
Pre-Angkor Cambodia was but the juxtaposition of small 
eroups in geographical units, living in accordance 
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with the natural capacity of these units. In 
complete contrast with this 11natural" structure, 
Angkorean Cai~bodia appears as a systematic and 
artificial organisation of the whole available 
space, favourable or not, made cultivable by a 
huge hydraulic network, and farmed to the limit 
of its capacityo This, and only this, explains 
the nature of the Angkorean "city", which is in 
fact the system evolv~ for intensive exploitationo 11 

The average Khmer saw himself as fitting very snugly into this 

48 

pictureo He worked for the construction of both "city" and irrigation works, 

for the structuring of his whole environment for the glory and benefit of the 

gods,and, more specifically, he worked for the glory of the devaraja himself. 

In this way he ensured that the gods would smile upon him and his descendants 

just as they had upon his ancestors. The Khmer could not separate himself 

from his religion since it was the focal point around which his whole life 

revolved and which moulded all of his actions. As Pym says 

"There was no gap between work and worship, for 
work was worshipo l.Jorship was not just saying 
a prayer to a divine being or lighting incense; 
it was actua.lly being in a dj_vine universe. 11 

It was therefore inevitable that the Khmer world would become, 

especially by the time of Jayavarman VII, a divinely ordained map of the 

universe upon which the gods mifht gaze. 

11It is a magic diagram traced on the parchment 
of the plain, visible only from above, decipherable 
in fact only by the il11m.ortal gods, for whom indeed 
it was built. 11 

Such a ftrm conviction immutably held implies its own dangers. 

Totally rigid values Rre the most easily shattered when exposed to cultural 

49 

pressure. The Khmer were pressured fr()m two sides: the sack of Angkor by the 

48 
B.P. Groslier (1960), po 27. 

49 
Christopher Pym (1968), p. 91. This author's emphasiso 

B.P. Groslier (1957), p. lJ. 
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Cham in 1177 and the subtle infiltration of Hinayana beliefs among the 

common people. The contradictions inherent in the Khlner perception of their 

environment were therefore to be found in their relationship with their 

environment as it was structured for them by the religions of the eliteso 

If the universe they inhabited was divine, as the devaraja concept implied, 

it could not be destroyed. The Chams sacked more than Angkor itself in 

1177: they sacked the whole rationale of Khmer existence. The contradiction 

of a single purpose universe, so long inherent and accepted, was exposed in 

a single instant. The gods had either deserted Kambuja, which seemed 

unlikely as monument building had not noticeably abated, or they had a higher 

purpose, which did not favour the continuance of that particular state. 

At the same time as the Chams were beating down the front door 

of Khmer ideology the Thai were sneaking through the side entranceo The 

steady stream of Thai monks which apparently flowed into Kambuja from the 

eleventh century A.D. on brought with it a tide of new concepts of :man's 

relationship with his world. The offering of a new religion of inner peace 

and tranquility probably had grea.t appeal to the common Khmer: after all 

the building of the monuments did nothing for him, however much the 

irrigation schemes filled his bellyo Once a~ain the contradictions of a 

single purpose universe were exposed, as was the folly of a life built around 

that purpose. This we may term an ecological imbalance as influential as 

any physical variety: it was a spiritual ecological imbalance that 

disturbed peoples perception of their role in the envirol1.l'l1ent and that led 

them ultimately to abandon that roleo 

The adoption of lfahayanism by Jayavarman VII may therefore be seen 

as a last ditch stand to resist the compelling advance of a convincing new 

ideologyo The revenge wreaked upon the Cham and the concern shown for the 

people were attempts to bolster the devaraja concept, attempts which were to 
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be apparently no more than delayin~ actions. The reversion of the court to 

shivaism upon the death of Jayavarman VII nullified all of these potential 

gainso The seeds of doubt in the abilities of the state to adequately 

balance and control tho microcosm of the universe that was the state, seeds 

sown so effectively by the infiltration of the Hinayanist Thai monks and 

fertilised by the Cham invasion, were thereby allowed to resume their 

growth. 

The situation never reached the status of a true people's 

revolution, althouf!h there was no real need for revolution. As ;.,'olf says 

"revolt occurs not when men's faces are ground into 
the dust; rather it exnlodes during a period of 
risinf_! hope, at the point of sudden realisation 
that only the traditional controls of the social 
order stand between men and the achievement of still 
greater honeso 11 51 

The Kroner people were never put into such a situationo However 

strong the priestly reversion to ~~hiv;i_ism m;i_y h!J.Ve been this reversion was not 

imposed upon tho "1-i.sses. 'There are no mon1n11pnta1 edicts calllnt'I' for loyalty 

to the old f.gith and no massjve 1.ttempts to lure the peonJe away from 

2owever they could not continue undtn· tl-H~ eJ rl . :regime forever. 

HTnayanism proPlised not only an individn-,l 11riverse of perico and personal 

enlightenment but also a dj ,r,1.,..ce from the gods who had Lli led them and a 

release from the col0 s+ '1nt 11·1rfarinc: and l"l;J!111l'1e!1t build1~z that had marked most 

of ¥:rune.,.. history. Jt is prob;:ihle that the arrival of the Thai armies at tho 

gates of Angkor in 14 Jl A. JJ" was therefore welcol"'l<':l hy tl-ie cori.r1on people of 

Kambuja as a final r-e]id' f:rorn tho burdens imnosed upon th(lm by c;ods proven 

51 
P!'i.c 1 'olf (1959), P• 108. 
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52 
faithless by past events. For that matter were not tho Thai their 

religious mentors who had effected their introduction to HI'nay~nism in the 

first place? 

The fate of the Kh_~er Empire may therefore be taken as an apt 

illustration of the consequences of the collapse of a too rigidly held set of 

cultural beliefs; a set of beliefs that, in this case, conceived of an 

intimate connection between the gods, the devaraja and the physical environ

ment. The shattering of these beliefs by outside interference called them 

into so much questi0n that they were abandoned, although the process of 

abandonment was here lon'-.S dr;rnn outo \Jithout the discipli.ne of a rigid 

social order or the drive of a single, rriassively held cultural belief, the 

Khmers faded from the face of Indochina leaving the once rn.ie;hty empire of 

l\ambuja to the Thai and the people to their newfound personal freedom in 

Hinayana Buddliism. 

52 
A view strone;ly embraced by Fales (196_5). 
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PREFACE 

Geography has always been, essentially, a pragmatic science 

concerned with space. Yet our philosophy of space has changed markedly 

during the course of this century, most notably through new beliefs in the 

inextricable linkage between space and time and in the existence of a 

multiplicity of realities. That such a belief is important to the geo-

grapher is evidenced by the existentialist belief that the only objective 

reality is the landscape itself and the concrete objects it contains, and 

that this is the scene set for all man's activities. This paper attempts 

to show how the mainstream of geographic thought has avoided these issues 

and how one of the few places their implications have been realised is in 

Cinema. It might be supposed that, leading from the dictum that "the 

camera never lies", the motion picture as possibly our most sophisticated 

art-form, would have led to a more accurate rendering of reality. In fact 

Cinema has proved that the camera always lies. What we have attained 

through Cinema, largely through its ability to portray immense and complex 

combinations of cultural, spatial, temporal and artistic themes, has been 

a heightened awareness of reality or, rather, the awareness of the numerous-

ness of realities. Different schools of Cinema have depicted very different 

sets of realities in very different ways, only some of them progressing as 

far as the representation of complex space-time relationships or existential 

realities. A discussion on the cinematic results of the awareness, or lack 

of awareness of the director of these philosophical themes in the depiction 

of landscapes on the screen precedes a conclusion in which the implications 

these themes may have for the cultural geographer are briefly put forward. 
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This paper, although written towards the fulfillment of the 

requirements of a degree in geography, could not have been produced without 

the interest and guidance of Joel Smith of the Centre for Communications 

and the Arts at Simon Fraser University. Many of the ideas expressed here 

stem from discussions with him on the history, purpose, and cultural role 

of art. It is hoped they have not been garbled beyond his recognition! 
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CHAPTER I 

SPACE AND SYMBOLISM IN GEOGRAPHIC METilODOLOCr'Y. 

"The beauty of nature is its conformity to our 
understanding, and that conformity is something 
originally imposed upon it by our intuition." (1) 

It is now fashionable for the geographer to search for order in 

the world of man: Bunge, Haggett, and Chorley and Haggett continually 

exhort us to do so, and not without justification. Yet theirs is a world 

reduced to applied mathematics, in which numbers necessarily replace words 

and complex and possibly illogical ideas are expressed with difficulty, or 

not at all, and in which man, although not necessarily national, still 

(2) 
operates in a world of actual physical phenomena. Here there is no 

erotic dream space but solid, mathematically reducible Christaller networks: 

here there is no acceptance that objects themselves have moods and an infl-

uence on their surroundings. This is not a facetious or light-hearted 

statement: many geographers embrace the principle of the reduction of man's 

activities in space to mathematical terms; many more fight against this and 

embrace outmoded principles of uniqueness and regionalism. Neither school 

yet offers any adequate explanation of man's activities in spatial terms. 

( 1) 

(2) 

Ennnanuel Kant, quoted in Langer (1953), p. 399. 

As Cassirer reminds us, "No mathematical content as such arises from 
the sensuous world, for the sensuous world lacks the characteristic 
feature, the constitutive principle of the mathematical •••• The direct 
consequence of this differentiation of "distinct" and "confused" know
ledge is that, for Leibniz, no single, truly mathematical object is 
grounded in sense perception," p. 360. Kant, however, splits logical 
and mathematical knowledge much further apart: he "goes so far as to 
declare that pure mathematical concepts in themselves represent no 
knowledge at all, except insofar that there are things which can be 
represented to us only in accordance with the form of pure sensory 
intuition", p. 363. "For Kant. .. the dividing line (which Leibniz 
puts between intuitive an<l symbolic thinking) ••• passes ••• rather 
between the discursive concept and "pure intuition", and the meaning of 
mathematics can only be provided by, and grounded in, the latter", p. 363. 
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One attempts the rationalisation of man's activities into categories that 

are either too broad or applicable only to what may be loosely termed as 

the "Western-developed" culture group; the other involves a long and 

involved process of description which is time-consuming and results in 

purely individual interpretation. Both tend to be wasteful of time and 

energy in that they explain the obvious in a complicated fashion. Both 

ignore substantial sections of the real world and, even worse, both assume 

reality is a constant. Yet for most purposes reality is relative, it is 

"arrived at through senses, interpreted through need priority"( 3) and action 

is only resultant upon the retained impression. 

What each individual person sees as "reality" is not necessarily 

the same as what any other person sees, yet there are broad classes within 

which the same visual stimuli elicit the same effective reaction from the 

perceiver, given that the broad determinants of culture are held constant. 

The messages out of which individual reality are constructed are sprung from 

several sources which are received by the body's senses of vision, hearing, 

touch and taste. In human terms all messages are symbols (whether they be 

simple messages such as objects or single words, or compound messages such 

as paintings, sculptures or sentences). This may mean, in terms of Jung's 

social subconscious, or rather "collective consciousness" of mankind, that 

some symbols are more universal than others; that there is a hierarchy of 

symbols from those that apply to the whole present population of the world 

down to the symbol thal applies only to one individual. 

(3) 
Smith, p. 2. 
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It is certa true that people's perceptions can be collectively 

limited by society; yet society's ideas are inadequately thought out and 

based on emotion and irrationality. As Ortega has said, "Society •••• 

contains only cormnonplaces and exists on the basis of these connnonplaces." 
(4) 

The "connnonplaces" a society exists on are inherent in that society's 

symbols and man's ability to symbolise is becoming rapidly and increasingly 

recognised as being the distinguishing trait of homo sapiens. Man's image 

of man has changed from that of man the tool-maker to man the symboliser.C 5) 

To return to the opening quote from Kant the imposition of conf-

ormity on nature we impose with our intuition can perhaps best be explained 

through our interpretation of symbols. As Dubos cormnents, man's "responses 

are determined less by the direct effect of the stimulus on his body fabric 

than by the symbolic interpretation he attaches to the stimuli". ( 
6
) Man 

appears to have attached symbolic interpretation to any and all of the 

stimuli which surround him or which he is brought into contact with -- which 

naturally include the landscape. There are two perceptual levels, each 

quite distinct and important in studies of landscape perception by different 

(4) 

(5) 

( 6) 

Quoted in Manas. 

In such diverse sources as White and Cassirer. See, for example, White, 
"It was the introduction of symbols, word-formed symbols, into the tool 
process that transformed anthropoid tool-behaviour into human tool
behaviour," p. 45. Cassirer cormnents "Pathological behaviour has in a 
sense lost the power of the intellectual impulse which forever drives 
the human spirit beyond the sphere of what is immediately perceived 
and desired. But precisely in this step backward it throws a new light 
on the general movement of the spirit and the inner law of its struct
ure. The process of spiritualisation, the process of the world's 
"symbolisation", discloses its value and meaning where it no longer 
operates free and unhindered, but must struggle and make its way against 
obstacles", p. 277. The primitive use of tools, mainly by apes, is 
"pathological behaviour" in that the rationale behind the symbolised use 
of tools is absent and the use of tools in such a case is really learned 
behaviour, not conceptualised behaviour. 

Dubos, p. XVII. 
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culture groups. Before defining these a more precis tatement on space 

itself and the problems attached to studying it should however be considered. 

As Langer says: 

"Space as we know it in the practical world has no 
shape. Even in science it has none, though it has 
"logical form". There are spatial relations, but there 
is no concrete totality of space. Space itself is 
amorphous in our active lives and purely abstract in 
scientific thought. It is a substrate of all our 
experience, gradually discovered by the collaboration 
of our several senses -- now seen, now felt, now real
ised as a factor in our moving and doing -- a limit to 
our hearing, a defiance to our reach. When the spatial 
experience of everyday life is refined by the precision 
and artifice of science, space becomes a co-ordinate in 
mathematical functions. It is never an entity. How, 
then, can it be "organised", "shaped", or "articulated"?" (7) 

The two perceptual levels of space "organise" it very differently: 

the one by abstraction; the other by symbolisation. Abstract or geometrical 

space is "perceptual or literal-space perception which deals with the world 

of colours, textures, surfaces, edges, slopes, shapes and inter-spaces". (S) 

As Cassiver puts it, it is space abstracted from "all the variety and heter-

(9) 
ogeneity imposed upon us by the disparate nature of our senses", and, of 

course, our culture. This is a level of space increasingly familiar to 

the geographer, yet it is a very recent human experience. As Haggett has 

recognised: 

(7) 
Langer 

(8) 
Isaac, 

(9) 
quoted 

( 10) 
Haggett 

"order and chaos are not part of nature, but part of 
the human mind: in Sigwart's words, 'that there is 
more order in the world than appears at first sight 
is not discovered till that order is looked for' •••• 
order depends not on the geometry of the object we see 
but on the organisational framework into which we place 
it. II 

( 1953)' PP· 71-2. 

p. 15. 

in Isilac, p. 17. 

(1965)' p. 2. 

( 10) 
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Despite Haggett's denial here of the importance of th~ geometry of an 

object, this is still essentially abstracted space and equally so is it 

abstracted from the real world. 

The question to be asked concerning our perception of the "real" 

world is rather one of how we arrive at this organisational framework and 

the answer has already been indicated: we construct a symbolic space. 

This level of space perception has been termed "schematic'' perception; "the 

perception of the world of useful and significant things".(ll) Here the 

world can only be made "useful and significant" by the construction of 

symbols: the necessity springs from a lack of uniqueness in the universe. 

When Max Weber stated that even if no two stones were alike they still 

belonged to the class "stones" he was denying the concept of uniqueness 

within geographical literature methodological treatises (such as Schaeffer's) 

have established this position with some force. As Langer points out "the 

uniqueness of a form is logically impossible to establish. No form is 

necessarily unique, and short of that the characterof uniqueness could not 

b h • 1 • II (12) serve to estow a metap ys1ca status on it . 

The division of objects in the sensed world into classes is a 

useful one: it relieves us of a major data handling problem. Yet the 

classes implied by scientific logic imply the construction of an abstract 

and geometrical space which is a peculiarly western invention, and recent 

(11) 
Isaac, p. 15. 

( 12) 
Langer (1953), p. 13. 
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western at that. This use of "classes" cannot be cted to be readily, 

if ever, applicable to the world of man the 11 satisficer", man the 

irrational animal and, above all, man the myth-maker and mystic. Yet man 

has to find order in the universe: a universe without order appears, for 

man, to be a universe leading to man's psychological unbalance. He must 

extract order out of apparent chaos and where scientific abstraction is 

inadequate he does so by symbolisation, the prinary mode of which Langer 

calls art. Art does not have to be solely a statement of the author's 

feelings; it can equally well be a stimulus provoking the spectator's 

reaction, even to the extent of channeling that reaction by its invocation 

of specific symbols. Otto Baensch comments that 

"Art, like science, is a mental activity whereby 
we bring certain contents of the world into the realm 
of objectively valid cognition; and •••• furthermore, 
it is the particular office of art to do this with 
the world's emotional content." ( 13) 

This is a view of art as non-pleasurable -- rather as functional 

and informational. We look at things in their totality and extract their 

meaning to us by interpreting the symbolic messages contained within. In 

the same way when a geographer studies a landscape he sees it partly in its 

totality; that is to say, before he begins to abstract details, he will 

acquire a sensory impression of the total landscape. 

There has, unfortunately, been a tendency for geographers to 

ignore this attribute of the landscape. Hartshorne, in the Nature of 

Geography, passes over this with the comment "Presumably most geographers 

( 13) 
In "Art and Feeling" in Langer (1958), p. 10. 
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will .••. have little or no use for any concepts on our psychic 

sensations of area". (l4) This seems a rather short-sighted view which 

ignores Hettners nconcept of the 'character' (wesen) of an area" which is 

sensed rather than objectively observed;(l5) Passarges' "pure landscape 

( 16) 
study", a study limited to those objects perceptible to the senses; 

and, more specifically, the work of Banse and Volz who were significantly 

influenced by the work of Sir Francis Younghusband. Younghusband was 

"particularly interested in the study of nature in geography11 (l7) and his 

article published in German, "Das Herz der Natur" helped Banse underline 

his belief in the importance of aesthetics in geography and maintain the 

concept of "Landscape as the form or picture of the landscape, representing 

the outward manifestation of the total milieu". (l8) 

paper 

( 14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

( 18) 

(19) 

When we speak of the mood of a landscape in the context of this 

"We mean, then, that the landscape, because it is 
without a soul, is naturally also without a mood ~ 
.2.£; but that the contemplation of it evokes in us a 
mood, and that we project our ovm mood, which is caused 
by the landscape, into the landscape -- that we object-
ify the mood in it." (19) 

Hartshorne, p. 160. 

Ibid., p. 191 

Ibid., P· 207. 

Ibid., p. 218-9. 

Loe.cit. 

Baensch, "Art and Feeling" in Langer (1958), p. 11. 
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The "mood" of the landscape is only one of s many attributes; 

but it is the "language" in which the landscape "talks" to us and there-

fore a vital attribute in terms of human recognition of this "mood". 

"We never think of regarding the language as a 
sentient being whose outward aspect "expresses" the 
mood it contains subjectively. The landscape does 
not express the mood, but has it. The mood surrounds, 
fills and permeates it like the light that illumines 
it or the odour it exhales. The mood belongs to our 
total impression of the landscape, and can only be 
distinguished as one of its components by a process 
of abstraction." (20) 

Geographers are always being asked by other geographers to "see" 

an erosion surface; to "recognise" a settlement type; to "understand" a 

relationship. All of these are highly nebulous concepts which cannot be 

fully understood if the mood of the landscape is not adequately realised. 

Geographers are traditionally involved with "recognising" discrete areas 

on the earth's surface and calling them regions. In this sense the 

geographer's role in society is a simple one: it is well summed up by a 

comment of Tom Sawyer's (albeit in one of Twain's more disastrous novels), 

that the geographer has to paint regions "so you can tell them apart the 

minute you look at them, hain't he?". For this reason it should be con-

sidered the geographer's responsibility to study all modes of space and the 

construction of those modes if he is to arrive at a fuller understanding of 

real world relationships, spatial or otherwise. ( 2l) 

(20) 

(21) 

Loe.cit. 

This is, however, a very idealistic approach and only the French 
school accepts it as a realisable possibility. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF SPACE BY ART 

As has been previously indicated art is one of the means by which 

man orders his universe, both personal and societal. Art reflects differ-

ences in space perception in two ways: it reflects the differences in 

space perception between cultures and it reflects the differences in 

space perception through time in a single culture. This paper is oriented 

towards the latter function of art insofar as Cinema is the product of a 

single culture, although differences between cultures do have an effect upon 

the construction of space in this art mode, effects largely dependent upon 

the individual director. The Western culture has, however, a very different 

sense of space from that of any other culture and, before differences within 

the culture through time or through the divergence of ideas upon art themes 

from their original meaning can be considered, some reasons for this 

different sense of space must be outlined. Before the Renaissance art used 

similar methods of representation the world over. As Malraux comments 

(22) 

"Christianity had imported into a world that had 
known little else than representation of a more or 
less subtly symbolical nature something hitherto 
unknown, which I would call "dramatic representation". 
Buddhism has scenes but no drama; pre-Columbian Amer-
ican art, dramatic figures but no scenes. Even the 
decline of Christianity, far from weakening this 
occidental sense of the dramatic actually strengthened 
it, and at the same time heightened another sense, of 
which the sense of drama is only one of several manif
estations -- the sense of Otherness, that desire for volume 
and figures in bold relief which is peculiar to the 
West, and links up with its political conquest of the 
world. Europe replaces that tone by relief, chronicles 
by history, tragedy by drama, saga by the novel, wisdom 
by psychology, contemplation by action -- and, as a 
result, the gods by Man". (22) 

In "Sketch for a Psychology of the Moving Pictures" in Langer ( 1958), 
pp. 317-8. 
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Such a view of art is of course based on the Aristotelian 

tradition of reality( 23): fidelity to the optical appearance of objects is 

the only true artistic description of that reality. Yet there are major 

modifications. What we "see" is, for example, and on the most basic plane, 

not exactly what the camera sees; all considerations of cultural inter-

pretation of the scene left aside. The camera is totally objective: within 

its limitations it "never lies", although it can be fooled into "lying" by 

careful use as I hope to show later. Nevertheless cultures develop and 

therefore they interpret space very differently through time. However much 

we may consider our culture depends on, for example, Greek culture, it is 

no more like Greek culture than our world is like the Greek world. It has 

developed and changed: it has outgrown concepts that are no longer found 

valid, and therefore it has developed a very different perception of reality. 

To quote Kepes on art schools; 

(23) 

(24) 

"Of all artists, the Greeks alone reveal space 
conceptions limited by Euclidean geometry.(24) The 
past seven centuries have given us the "symbolic" 
space of the Early Flemish masters; the "rational" 

Our view of Aristotle in the West has been much affected by our 
continuing embracement of the Greeks as our intellectual forefathers. 
As Werner Jaeger comments on Aristotle "the evolution of independent 
philosophical achievement in European culture has taken the form of a 
five-hundred-year's struggle against him'', quoted in Ivins, p.113. Our 
view of reality today can be no more like that of Aristotle than our 
world can be as static and as discontinuous as that of the Greeks. 

This was not the Greeks only artistic limitation. They did not apprec
iate the unity movement gives to a group of apparently diverse figures 
or objects, whether it is the movement of the figures or objects or of 
the observer himself. As Ivins says "this unity of the group in flow, 
to which the Greeks were blind, has become the essential aspect of the 
world for modern eyes", p. 15. Of the difference between Euclidean and 
modern geometry Ivins points out that "Greek geometry is thoroughly 
subjective, and that the nK1dcrn geometry of abstract relations comes as 
near to being objective as the general epistemological and logical 
predicaments pcrmi~', p. 104. 
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space of Fifteenth Century Renaissance Italy, deep and 
clear; the fl ideal" space of Raphael and the High Ren
aissance, in which a clear foreground, continuing the 
spatial characteristics of the world in which the 
observer finds himself, converges upon a spatially 
mysterious, other-worldly realm beyond; the soaring, 
levitational space of Gothic Cathedrals; the poised and 
balanced spatial volumes of the High Renaissance Church 
of San Biagio at Montepulciano; the "exploding" space of 
the German Baroque at Vierzehnheiligen; the pervasive 
space of the Impressionists, dissolving all solid form; 
the laminated, timebound space of the later Cubists." (25) 

Yet distance perspective was not popularly used before the Renaiss-

ance. It is difficult to determine why: man has always had the physical 

equipment in his two eyes and binocular vision, but this does not mean that 

he has had to use it. As Cassirer indicates physiological effects may be 

very much contingent upon human feeling: "the depth of human experience ••• 

depends on the fact that we are able to vary our modes of seeing, that we 

1 . f l' "(26) can a ternate our views o rea ity. 

The widespread use of "true" perspective by Renaissance artists 

heralded a new world view. Man began to search within his environment for 

meaningful relationships and expressed what he began to find in his art. 

This search was not just for meaningful objects but, as previously indicated 

in Baensch's corrunents on Landscape moods, the human perception of those 

meaningful objects. As Langer says 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

"Art is the creation of forms symbolic of human 
feeling". ( 27) 

Kepes (1956), p. 28. However as Carpenter points out in his article 
"Image Making in Arctic Art" in Kepes ( 1966), fl Euclidean space is a 
concept unique to literate man", p, 221. 

quoted in Kepes (1956), p. 23. 

Langer (1953), p. 40. 
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There are however certain independent "ob Uve feelings" which 

exist apart from human beings. Even so these feelings are not totally 

independent. 

"They are always embedded and inherent in objects 
from which they cannot be actually separated, but only 
distinguished by abstraction: objective feelings are 
always dependent parts of objects." (28) 

One of the functions of art is to create objects which embody the 

feelings we wish to hold so definitely that "any subject confronted with 

these objects, and emphatically disposed towards them, cannot but experience 

a non-sensuous apperception of the feelings in question. Such objects are 

called "works of art" and by "art" we designate the activity that produces 

them". C29
) These created objects therefore act as symbols, and pure symbols 

at that. As Jung pointed out, symbols are neither allegories nor signs, but 

images of content that largely t~anscend consciousness. 

A major problem of art has been in its treatment of space. Art 

cannot treat of the same space as does geography, for example, because the 

space in art is not "experiential space". That is to say you cannot touch, 

hear, or experience motion in a non-moving picture since it is basically an 

illusion, albeit a highly sophisticated one. Renaissance Western art 

perfected that illusion, compared with the lack of depth in primitive art, 

(28) 
Baensch, quoted in Langer (1953), p. ·20. 

(29) 
Ibid., pp. 21-2. 
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or rather the lack of spatial cues as to depth, and th reversed perspective 

of Byzantine art. This problem has been solved by the motion picture: at 

least experiential space can be recorded, although it nrust be admitted that 

is but one mode of experiential space. Before this can be conmented upon 

however it is important to consider briefly the manner in which cultures 

construct their space. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CULTURE, ART AND SPACE 

Within a given culture art may be either stable or unstable. 

"In a culture that has a seat and a tradition, 
certain basic forms are evolved that are true to 
simple feeling, and ••• comprehended by those who, 
lacking creative imagination, adopt current ideas and 
apply what they have learnt. But in a footloose 
society surfeited with influences, nothing is invio
late long enough to be governed by one clear feeling 
and to be really expressive of it ••• only an except
ional sensitivity to form can survive this tangle of 
historical lines all ending in the snarl we call 
civilisation." (30) 

Each individual constructs his own "environment11 from the range 

of sensory data presented to him: this is something he must do whatever 

his cultural origin. By his own accumulated experience, and using his 

own body and its extensions as his centre, Man organises the kinetic realm 

of tangible volumes or objects, as well as the shapes of the free air space 

surrounding them three dimensionally, into his "world". In terms of a 

whole culture art is paramount and vital. To quote Langer 

(30) 

(31) 

"Art is a public possession, because the forrrrulation 
of "felt life" is the heart of any culture, and molds 
the objective world for the people. It is their school 
of feeling, and their defence against outer and inner 
chaos. It is only when nature is organised in imagina
tion along lines congruent with the forms of feeling 
that we can understand it, that is find it rational ..•. 
Then intellect and emotion are unopposed, life is 
symbolised by its setting, the world seems important and 
beautifu 1 and is intuitively "grasped"." (31) 

Langer (1953), p. 53. 

Ibid., p. 409. 
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Culture, art and space can therefore be seen to be a comprehen-

sively interlinked set of entities, all interdependent. Examination of the 

space resulting from the actions of a specific culture should therefore 

illustrate certain facets of that culture's activities; likewise an examina-

tion of its art. A study of any one of the three elements will provide 

insight into aspects of the other two. Even though the painter or sculptor 

works for himself his work will still reflect the basic symbolisation of 

the culture within which he is working. Similarly the landscape artist, 

although he is not bound by the supreme ideal: Capability Brown did not 

design solely for himself, nor did he not design for the urban industrial 

poor of the Eighteenth Century; he reflected more the ideals of his age. 

The film director, working for an audience of either minimal or vast extent 

must still reflect values current to his age and to do so will have to use 

symbols which are adequate in their meaning for that age. 

Furthermore there is the role of art and its symbols in construct-

ing our reality. 

(32) 

"It is not with tools only that we domesticate our 
world. Sensed forms, images and symbols are as essential 
to us as palpable reality in explaining nature for 
human ends. Distilled from our experience and made 
our permanent possessions, they provide a nexus between 
man and man and between man and nature. We make a map 
of our experience patterns, an inner model of the outer 
world, and we use this to organise our lives. Our 
natural 11 envirorunent" -- whatever impinges on us from 
outside -- becomes our human "landscape" -- a segment 
of nature fathomed by us and made our home." (32) 

Kepes (1956), p. 18. 
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Finally such a symbolism built up within a culture and expressed 

in all its outward manifestations produces an overall "mood" within the 

landscape; a "mood" which Langer has termed an "ethnic domain". This rris 

not a 'thing' among other 'things' but rather the sphere of influence of a 

function or functions; it may have physical effects on some geographic 

locality or it may not. 11 <33) There is a marked difference between the 

location of a culture in a place and cultural space itself. For example, 

whilst something like a gypsy camp is in a place, culturally it is a 

place. (34) Space cannot therefore be regarded as a constant: the 

geographic location of a nomadic camp of one culture may at some other 

point in time be, or have been, the geographic location of an entirely 

different culture, thereby providing us with an entirely different, but 

equally valid, space. 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

"A place, in this non-geographical sense, is a 
created thing, an ethnic domain made visible, tangible, 
sensible. As such it is, of course, an illusion. Like 
any other plastic symbol, it is primarily an illusion 
of self-contained, perceptual space. But the principle 
of organisation is its aim: for it is organised as a 
functional realm made visible -- the centre of a 
virtual world, the "ethnic domain", and itself a 
geographical semblance." 

Langer (1953), p. 95. 

(35) 

This is approaching the existentialists view of space, that it is 
"far from being a simple concept; it is felt." Unfortunately our 
culture is replacing its cultural space with what Matore calls "the 
uniform technical environment which denies the individual and 
depersonalises all human relationships. It has been said that the 
value of the individual tends to decrease along with that of the 
place, and modern man asks if there will soon be only DP's in a 
concentration camp world", p. 6. 

Langer (1953), p. 95. 
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Cultures therefore produce •tethnic domains" by virtue of the 

mailller in which they symbolise things within their landscape. <36) In 

some ways this is the role of the artist, in some the sculptor and in some 

the architect, but all strive to produce through their various skills "a 

physically present environment that expresses the characteristic rhythmic 

functional patterns which constitute a culture". <37) To penetrate the 

heart of any culture the geographer must understand what Langer terms 

"forms of feeling" and appreciate the landscape as art not only in terms of 

his own culture but with relevance to the culture he is concerned with: 

it should be hardly necessary to state this! 

(36) 

(37) 

See, for example, Ivins on Greek landscape and Carpenter on the 
complexity with which the Eskimo symbolises his environment. The 
Eskimo carver discovers significant things present in his environment 
within the ivory he is carving. As Carpenter says "he rarely sets out 
to carve, say a seal, but picks up the ivory, examines it to find its 
hidden form and, if that is not immediately apparent, carves aimlessly 
until he sees it, humming or chanting as he works. Then he brings 
it out: seal, hidden, emerges. It was always there: he did not 
create it. He released it: he helped it step forth11

, p. 206. 
Carpenter, "Image Making in Arctic Art" in Kepes (1966). 

Langer (1953), p. 96. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE CINEP.A AND SYMBOLIC SPACE 

Cinema, as one of the most sophisticated art modes our culture 

has developed, gives us many examples of the construction of symbolic spaces 

which represent variations in culture and cultural heritage within Western 

culture as a whole. To the cultural geographer such evidence can be 

invaluable since it provides visually represented evidence of the 

psychological space constructed by a culture, albeit significantly modified 

by the personalities of individual directors. Even so the directors of 

all film schools will tend to draw very heavily on their national ideolog-

ical and philosophical heritage and variations will only be within certain 

limits. It is the purpose of this section of this paper to examine 

critically the variations in space perception within Western culture by 

means of the evidence presented by the cinema, and to link these variations 

in space perception to the various national philosophies and ideologies that 

lie behind them. 

The compilation of symbols from indirect or artificial sources 

allows the motion picture to produce a compound message with both visual 

and vocal elements. It has, in addition, two spatial dimensions and one 

temporal dimension and although there have been experiments with 3D motion 

pictures these have proved to be either impossible in colour with present 

techniques or, in the case of the Russian multiple-reflector screen system 

which allows colour, prohibitively expensive. Present Cinema in two 

spatial dimensions is a highly sophisticated message-transmitting device 

(38) and one of the most "omnivorous" arts our culture possesses. Although 

(38) 
Ibid., p. 412. 
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live theatre possesses three spatial and one temporal dimension it has 

numerous and major disadvantages compared with Cinema. The lack of a 

third dimension in Cinema can be discounted at present as non-vital 

depth can be indicated by spatial cues and perspective and, in addition, 

the Cinema can employ more than one temporal mode with facility, which is 

far less possible in live theatre. 

Cinema can be looked upon as the logical successor to Baroque 

art. The motivation behind both is the same -- both are theatrical; 

emphasising gestures arrl emotions and thereby building up a sequence of 

events. Andre Malraux looks upon photography as the liberating force 

behind new Western art, liberating it from the search for better representat

ional technique pursued consistently since the Renaissance. It is interesting 

that most Western art has now reverted to flat perspective rather than 

attempting to imitate the "real" world which is far more easily done by 

photography. The attempt to capture motion was therefore transferred to 

still photography but was stopped short at the same point as it was in 

painting. Even the early motion picture was little more than this; a series 

of pictures stuck together without real motion. In fact "the cinema (this 

author's emphasis), through enabling the photography of movement, merely 

subs ti tu ted moving gesticulation for unmoving." (39) 

This search for motion in art came about at the turn of the last 

century when the philosophical foundations of Western culture were prof

oundly shaken by changes in our concept of time. There has been an evolution 

from the fixed time sense of Kant, the idea that time exists independently 

of all cbjects (or, conversely, that time is present only as a sensory 

experience of the observer), to a sense of the unity of time and space • 

. · 

(39) 
Malraux "Sketch for a Psychology of the Moving Pictures" in Langer 
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This was first proclaimed in 1908 by the mathematician Minkowski in his 

statement that 

"henceforth space alone or time alone is doomed to fade 
into a mere shadow; only a kind of union of both will 
preserve their existenceu. (40) 

Under this new philosophy even corrnnon household objects took on 

a new significance. The futurist sculptor, Umberto Boccioni, considered 

that 

"We should start from the central nucleus of the 
object wanting to create itself, in order to discover 
those new forms which connect the object invisibly 
with the infinite of the apparent plasticity and the 
infinite of the inner plasticity. 11 (41) 

As Jiedion comments, 

"Boccioni tried in these words to circumscribe the 
sense of a new plasticity which conceives objects (as 
they are in reality) in a state of movement. This is 
reflected directly in his plastic "Bottle Evolving in 
Space", 1911-12, with its intersecting spatial planes". (42) 

Similar events were to occur in all the arts, but one school was 

to have a far-reaching unifying effect over all these new concepts of space 

and time; that school being the Bauhaus. Established by Walter Gropius at 

Dessau in 1926 the Bauhaus School of Design was to be more than a unifier of 

II h • d • II ( 43) art and industry, art and daily life, using architecture as t e interme iary : 

it was to express, in the very building that housed it, the new perceived 

relationships between space and time. In Giedion's words 

(40) Quoted in Giedion, P· 439. 

(41) 
Quoted in Giedion, p. 441. 

(42) 
Giedion, p. 441. For photograph of "Bottle Evolving in Space" see p. 442. 

(43) Ibid., p.485. 
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"there is the hovering, vertical grouping of 
planes which satisfies our feeling for a relational 
space, and there is the extensive transparency that 
permits interior and exterior to be seen simultan
eously, en face and en profile •••• : variety of 
levels of reference, or of points of reference, and 
simultaneity -- the conception of space-time, in 
short." (44) 

Instead of the single view perspective of a building that had been 

encouraged by previous architectural schools, the Bauhaus broke away to a 

new concept, that of movement of the observer around and/or through an 

ever-changing and architecturally created landscape. This was something 

the cinema had also to accomplish: the ability to move through a scene or 

landscape rather than just look at it; and it was something that was not 

achieved until Eisenstein developed the principle of the mobile camera, a 

point which will be enlarged upon in the following pages. 

The physiological problem of motion and human perception as the 

key to depth vision in Cinema is well revealed by Kepes. 

(44) 

"The world as we perceive it is made up of things 
with persisting identity, existing in a frame of 
reference of stationary space. Motionless objects 
.••• are perceived as though flat, and only when the 
eye receives a successive flow of light patterns 
reflected from an object can we recognise depth and 
detect the objects three-dimensional extension. The 
changing position of our eyes relative to an object 
reveals its characteristic three-dimensional "thing-
ness" ...• 

Ibid., p. 489. 
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This paradox has its inversion. Stationary 
photographs of successive views of moving objects 
projected at the frequency at which they were taken 
are perceived as though the object were moving. 
ehanging patterns of successive stationary retinal 
stimulation inevitably induce an experience of 
motion. There is, thus, a fundamental figure-ground 
relationship of constancy and change. One does not 
exist without the other. Together, they build all 
the figures of our experience." (45) 

Cinema as such, rather than the motion picture, did not arrive 

until the realisation that "the means of reproduction in the cinema is the 

• • b • f • • • f 1 II ( 46) moving picture, ut its means o expression is a series o p anes. 

In other words the motion picture had to be removed from its stage setting 

and the medium exploited to full advantage via variable length shots and 

editing technique before it could honestly be called Cinema. The same 

cycle recurred with the introduction of sound on film: until the sound 

stopped sounding as if it were a recording of a stage show and was exploited 

for its effect the sound film was a two-dimensional representation of three-

dimensional action and nothing more. 

Of all directors it was, perhaps, Eisenstein, despite his immense 

and frequently admitted indebtedness to D.W. Griffith, who first made the 

cinema 11 art". To Eisenstein Cinema was, "in the fu 11 sense of the term, a 

child of socialism"<
47

), yet, paradoxically, Eisenstein was to completely 

break away from most accepted tenets of Soviet art. As Carpenter comments 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Kepes (1965), p. iii. 

Malraux "Sketch for a Psychology of the Moving Pictures" in Langer 
(1958)' p. 320. 

Eisenstein, p. 181. 
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"Soviet Russia is the final, most sterile 
expression of literacy, with all the worst of the 
Renaissance and none of the freedom and hope and 
release of that incredible experiment. Everything 
is segmental and replaceable -- especially people: 
Napoleon's citizen army at last! Everything visual 
requires a single point of view -- a review position, 
like Stalin reviewing troops; all painting is three
dimensional perspective; every plaza is to be viewed 
from X. One cannot enter into an experience, complete 
it, modify it, interpret it. All communications: 
high-definition, exact, with th same meaning for 
ev~ryone." ( 48) 

Eisenstein, in effect, abandoned both of these concepts. He broke 

away from the principle of the single viewpoint by exploiting the mobile 

camera, thereby forcing the viewer of his work to enter into the events 

depicted on the screen, events as historically diverse as the storming of 

the Czar's Palace in "October" and the routing of the Teuton horde in 

"Alexander Nevsky", but events closely connected in the Russian's sense of 

their own cultural identiry. Neither did Eisenstein consider people 

''replaceabl~', although he did discard the concept of bourgeois individualism 

on the principle that films which did not treat of social problems were not 

complete films. As he himself comments: "We brought collective and mass 

action onto the screen, in contrast to individualism and the "triangle" 

drama of the bourgeois cinema. Discarding the individualist conception of 

the bourgeois hero, our films of this (early) period made an abrupt deriva-

f h h 
.,(49) tion -- insisting on an understanding o t e mass as ero. This hand 

line dialectic was later revoked in favour of development of the individual 

(48) 
Carpenter, "Image Making in Arctic Art" in Kepes (1966). 

(49) 
Eisenstein, p. 16. 
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within the collective (witness "Alexander Nevsky") but this is still a 

If• ·1 bl d b • • d• •d l• II (
50) concept irreconci a y oppose to ourgeois in ivi ua ism • Even so 

Eisenstein considers this period a vital and necessary one, without which 

Soviet Cinema would have been left floundering amidst a sea of bourgeois 

social irresponsibility. At the time this book was written Eisenstein saw 

the ultimate purpose of a human director as pushing forward to "a synthesis 

of all the best that has been done by our silent cinematography, towards a 

synthesis of these with the demands of today, along the lines of story and 

Marxist-Leninist ideological analysis". ( 5l) This was Cinema's introduction 

to the phase of social realism. <52) 

Eisenstein looks on Cinema as "that genuine and ultimate synthesis 

of all artistic manifestations that fell to pieces after the peak of Greek 

culture." <53
) Though this is a strong statement his reasons for making it 

are well justified. Cinema, as developed by Eisenstein, Pudovkin and the 

other Russian directors of the inter-war years, combines for the first time 

the plastic forms of sculpture, the solution to the problem of movement in 

pictorial images, the releasing of the rhythmic flow of music from a purely 

auditory role, and the materialisation of literary images into a new 

perceived reality. To Eisenstein, for the first time in the history of art, 

Cinema was the "unity of man and space". <54
) 

(50) 

( 51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

Loe.cit. 

Ibid., p. 17. 

Of the existing major directors only Jean Luc Godard has maintained 
that the film serves political principles, and he is as violently 
opposed to Soviet realism as he is to American materialism, both on the 
grounds of derpersonalisation of the individual by whatever techniques 
are applicable. 

Eisenstein, p. 181. 

Ibid., p. 182. 
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Although Eisenstein's view here is necessarily ideologically narrow 

the logical outcome of this approach was to create a new "cinematic space" 

which is not and cannot ever be fully connected to what we perceive as the 

"real" world. If Eisenstein's dictums were followed exactly they would lead 

to an exposure of an "unreal" reality, yet Cinema does not do this. Cinema 

"meets our inmost needs precisely by exposing -- for the first time, as it 

were -- outer reality and thus deepening, in Gabriel Marcel's words, our 

relation to 11 this earth which is our habitat". <55) This is the existential-

ist viewpoint: that space is the only reliable property in an unstable 

psychological world; that, as Sartre implies, "the world is enclosed, 

without the possibility of our fleeing it, a place where man has to define 

his condition in spatial terms". <56) In the existential universe objective 

space can be the only fixed variable, the rest of life being spent in other 

modes of space of dreamlike quality. As Matore points out this idea is the 

product of our culture and is therefore reflected in all aspects of that 

cul tu re. 

"In all forms of expression from the most learned 
treatise to the popular weekly magazine we frequently 
run across terms with a spatial origin. This is a 
matter neither of choice or fashion; there can be no 
doubt that the tendency reveals one of the profoundest 
sentiments of our time: an obsession with situation." (57) 

When sights which are normally familiar to us in everyday life 

become unusual patterns this existential "dream-space", which is equally the 

space created by Surrealism, comes into existence, a fact much exploited by 

(55) 
Kracauer, p. XI. 

(56) 
Ma tore, p. 5. 

(5 7) 
Loe. cit. 
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what I have termed "The Cinema of Dream-Space". A "case in point is 

Kuleshov's "creative geography", a device which dissolves given spatial 

relationships. Pictures of material phenomena taken in different places 

are juxtaposed in such a way that their combination evokes the illusion of 

a spatial reality which of course is found nowhere in nature. The artific-

ial space thus created is mostly intended as an excursion into the realm of 

fantasy." 
(58) 

Fantasy or not fantasy, Cinema creates for us a new space which 

must be filtered into our perceived reality by the brain. Although the 

brain is dichotomously regarded as variously either 

(a) a filter which interferes with our vision of a suprephysical 
reality -- the mystic point of view -- i.e., the filter is 
only removed during the delirium of disease or under the 
influence of drugs, or; 

(b) a trustworthy interpreter of reality only in perfect health 
(the empiricist viewpoint viewing hallucination as aberrant), 

the experimentally shown fact remains that hallucinations and dreams are 

both a "spontaneous activity of the nervous system when it goes unchecked by 
. f , II ( 59) sensory in ormation. This had led a wide variety of observers to the 

conclusion that the film mode is unlike many of the other modes of art. It 

is exploitation of motion by Cinema which makes for this vast and important 

difference. As Kepes says: 

(58) 
Pudovkin, quoted in Kracauer, p. 48. 

(59) 
Gregory, p. 132. 
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"We have been accustomed to making ordered 
relationships by mapping objects and even individuals 
in their positions relative to one another. Now we 
are forced to recognise that objects do not have 
fixed positions, that human relations are among the 
things in the man-created environment that have direc
tion and velocity. We have learned to recognize that 
a description of position tells us only half the story 

Our information must include velocity as well as 
position if we are to do anything about the situation." (60) 

The manipulation of motion by the mechanical technological achieve-

ments of our culture (trains, cars, planes, etcetera, as well as cinema) has 

intensified our awareness of time, whilst modifying spatio-temporal relation-

ships. The intervention of mutational mechanical motion into our lives has 

resulted in the mutation of our faculties and perceptions. Where before 

relations were simply causative, now they clash between complex causative 

and scientifically inferred relationships. Cinema has brought this clash 

home with a vengeance: it has produced( 6l) 

(1) A greater awareness of time and the efficacy of time. 

(2) New perceptions of the external "reality". 

(3) An increasing preference for dynamism in art. 

(4) A desire to express and describe "state of mind" as kinetic 
perception changes: in other words an awareness of psychol
ogical causation, and finally, 

(5) A dissociation of man from chronological, physiological and 
cosmic time by means of an emphasis on technical and mechan
ical time, which is paradoxically beginning to produce a 
re-examinination of chronological, physiological and cosmic 
time in the light of an altered perception of "reality". 

Cinema is now beginning to move away from technical and mechanical 

time, the time of Eisenstein and the social realists, into psychological 

space-time with its symbolic occurrences and dream-like nature. 

(60) 

( 61) 

Kepes (1965), p. vi. 

Loosely adapted from Dorfles' categories in "The Role of Motion in our 
Visual Habits and Artistic Creation" in Kepes (1965), p. 48. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE NEW CINEMA -- THE CINEMA OF DREAM-SPACE 

The Eisensteinian insistence on story has begun, in the face of 

the development of the new perceived psycho-spatial "reality", to lose its 

force. As Hans Richter puts it "we are not only accustomed by habit to 

look at films as stories. The flow of visual images always makes a story, 

whether there is a story or not; that is how our mind works". ( 62) The 

film is not like drama, however it does not have to follow a lineal 

pattern -- nor can it be judged in terms of drama. At the same time as the 

Russian directors Eisenstein, Pudovkin and Kuleshov began to talk about 

"filmic time" and "dynamisation in space" the Bauhaus group in Germany 

were using the terms "space-motion" and "space-time". The lack of a pre-

existing aesthetic by which Cinema can be judged has meant that it has been 

able to step outside theatrical "space-time" and enter into its own. Even 

though the artistic experience of Cinema "should lead to an aesthetic 

• d b d • • d • • l • II ( 
63) C • • • 1 d •ff t JU gment, ase on artistic iscip ine , inema is an entire y i eren 

basic mode. As Langer says, Cinema remains 11 a poetic art. But it is not 

any poetic art we have known before; it makes the primary illusion virtual 

history -- its own mode." 
( 64) 

( 62) 

( 63) 

(64) 

In "My Experience with Movement in Painting and in Film" in Kepes 
(1965)' p. 155. 

Gessner, in "Seven Faces of Time: 
(1965), p. 159. 

Langer (1953), p. 412. 

An Aesthetic for Cinema" in Kepes 
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Cinema has, in order to establish this new mode of art, 

adopted the spatial ideas of the existentialists and surrealists. 1he 

recognition that man dreams within a spatial, objective framework has 

freed Cinema to concentrate upon the true geography of man, the geography 

of his mind. 1he landscape, especially in the film, then becomes the back-

drop which reflects this new geography. This is not, of course, a new 

philosophy to Cinema alone. It is the new philosophy of our culture, and 

it is a new philosophy which must find its way into every aspect of that 

culture, including geography. As certain Cinema schools have already done 

the geographer must increasingly become aware of Marcel's statement that 

"an individual is not distinct from his place; he 
is that place." 

1he creation of the new space by Cinema has resulted in its 

(65) 

creation of its own mode of art. This mode Langer terms "the dream mode 

•••• Cinema is "like" dream in the mode of its presentation: it creates a 

virtual present, an order of direct apparition". ( 66) 1he dream, for the 

dreamer, has one specific importance: the dreamer is always at its centre; 

he is "equidistant from all events". ( 67 ) Everything created by the dream 

or by the camera has this tremendous sense of immediacy: the camera creates 

a virtual present. However, since the camera and microphone are not the 

dreamer, the picture is not necessarily dreamlike in its structure. "It is 

(65) 
Mat ore, p. 6. 

(66) 
Langer (1953), p. 412. 

(67) 
Langer (1953), p. 413. 
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a poetic composition, coherent, organised, governed by a definitely con-

( 68) ceived feeling, not dictated by actual structure." For the year in 

which this was written this is a sophisticated statement applying to only 

a few films: it has proved to be a prophetic statement as well. The film 

has new fully entered the dream mode even in its structure: major works 

such as Resnais', "Last Year at Marienbad" ( 69
) and Bunuel' s "Belle de Jour" (70) 

are adequate illustration of films which are dreamlike in their structure. 

In Cinema then, the water "takes the place of the dreamer, but in a perfectly 

objectified dream -- that is, he is not part of the story. The work is the 

appearance of a dream, a unified, continuously passing, significant 

apparition". ( 71) 

Eisenstein speaks of shots as "elements" which are combined into 

"images" which are "objectively unpresentable" (Langer calls them "poetic 

impressions") but are, in fact, greater elements compounded of "representa-

tions", whether by montage, or symbolic action, or whatever. The artistic 

whole "is governed by the "initial general image which originally hovered 

before the creative artist" -- the matrix, the cormnanding form; and it is 

this (not, be it remarked, the artist's emotion) that is to be evoked in the 

( 68) 

( 69) 

(70) 

(71) 

Loe. cit. 

Resnais is typically existentialist in his description of the landscape. 
As McGuire says of his treatment of objects in Last Year at Marienbad, 
"defying the mob of our animistic or protective adjectives, things are 
there", p. 31. 

Bunuel's space is different from that of Resnais, his background in 
Surrealism denying the possibility of objective description. His land
scapes therefore "happen"; they are not "described" as a reference point 
for "reality". 

Langer (1953), p. 413. 
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mind of the spectator". (7
2

) The film therefore far more approaches the 

novel and the dream than any other mode of art. 

"It has no framework itself of fixed space, as the 
stage has; and one of the aesthetic peculiarities of 
dream, which the moving pictures takes over, is the 
nature of its space. Dream events are spatial -- often 
intensely concerned with space -- intervals, endless 
roads, bottomless canyons, things too high, too near, 
too far -- but they are not oriented in any total 
space. The same is true of the Moving Picture, and 
distinguishes it -- despite its visual character 
from plastic art: its space comes and goes. It is 
always a secondary illusion." (73) 

But not only is the film what we might term "a-spatial": like the 

dream it is equally a-temporal. 

(72) 
Ibid., p. 

(73) 
Ibid., p. 

(74) 
Loe.cit. 

"The "dreamed reality" on the screen can move for
ward and backward because it is really an eternal and 
ubiquitous virtual present. The action of drame goes 
inexorably forward: it creates a future, a Destiny; 
the dream mode is an end less Now." (7 4) 

414. 

415. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE APPLICATION OF CULTURALLY PERCEIVED SPACE IN CINEMA SCHOOLS: 

SOME SPECIFIC EXAMPLES. 

In the previous section, I chose to quote Suzanne Langer at length 

to illustrate some specific aspects of the nature of perceived space in the 

Cinema. In this final section I intend to show briefly how some of these 

observations are manifested in the "Cinema of the Sixties". Not all Cinema 

Schools have advanced as far in the depiction of dream space as a higher 

plane of perceived "reality" as, for example, the French. This is, 

perhaps, stating the obvious but it requires justification. For simplicity 

in this present work only the English films of the cliche-ridden "Angry 

Young Man" era of the late 1950's and early 1960's based on the novels of 

urban, industrial and usually northern authors such as John Wain, John 

Braine, Alun Owen, Alan Sillitoe, and the equally loosely termed French 

"New Wave", or rather "Nouvelle Vague", Cinema will be considered. 

As Penelope Houston points out; 

"Main-stream British Cinema during the late SO's 
and early 60' s has meant "Look Back in Anger" and "A 
Taste of Honey" and "The Loneliness of the Long 
Distance Runner" (Tony Richardson); "Saturday Night 
and Sunday Morning" (Karel Reisz); "A Kind of Loving" 
(John Schlesinger); and "Whistle Down the Wind" and 
"The L-Shaped Room" (Bryan Forbes) 

Easy enough to see what these films have in common. 
Their centre is the provinces rather than London; their 
idiom is hard .•• ; they get across to their audiences 
by stimulating identification and a direct response. 
They are anti-authoritarian, but they are not noticeably 
celebrating a •.• "sense of community". They dis like 
a great many of their characters -- the television ruled 
parents of "A Kind of Loving" and "The Loneliness of the 
Long Distance Runner", almost anyone in a uniform, even 
a bus conductor's, the people who fill their semi-
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detacheds with knickknacks. They see ife as grey, 
grimy and desperately restricted, never more so 
than in its pleasures, which are taken solemnly and 
almost always end in quarrels .... To a formidable 
extent these films represent English puritanism, 
a melancholia of youth." (75) 

All the above-mentioned films are set in urban-industrial, and 

often economically depressed, areas. All reflect the despair of working-

class people trapped in such an environment and the aimless violence thus 

produced. All are, in fact, anti-urban, or rather anti Whatever it is that 

urbanism has done to their character's souls. There is a tremendous sense 

of relief in many of these films at going out into the country and perhaps 

the best example of this is to be found in "The Loneliness of the Long 

Distance Runner", which, although bearing a marked resemblance in its 

poetic rendering of "escape" into the countryside to Franc:;ois Truffauts 

"Les Quatre Cents Coupe", is couched in English urban terms, rather than 

French. There is a desire to escape the city in Richardson's production 

which is present from the beginning, a desire which in Truffaut's work is 

not built in but which we discover along with the director. 

Despite these conunents it is the urban environment which most 

often wins. Arthur Seaton of Karel Reisz's "Saturday Night and Sunday 

Morning", the archetype of the whole school in many ways, is eventually 

defeated by his background. 

(75) 

(76) 

"Arthur exists within a context of pub and 
factory, back-to-back houses, and Sunday mornings on the 
river bank ...• He keeps up his running fight with the 
obligations society tries to lay on him, but this is not 
a case of war to the knife: in the end, the housing estate 
waits to claim him, for all the stones he throws at it.'.' (76) 

Houston, p. 118. 

Ibid., pp. 121-2. This author's emphasis. 
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The English School of this period is completely predictable and the land-

scapes reflect this predictability. It is not so much that the landscape 

is over-familiar, it is just that the director has left us no surprises: 

the urban squalor is a must, but as Houston says "one can almost visualise 

the mobile canteen and the studio cars parked just out of camera range. 11 <77
) 

Nevertheless this group of films represents well a form of perceived space: 

it was a form made popular by the social conditions prevalent in certain 

parts of England at the time and in some ways it owes much to the ideals of 

social realism laid down by Eisenstein, yet without Eisenstein's optimism: 

in this sense it is, rather, a reflection of social nihilism. 

The "New Wave" in France and in Europe generally has not reflected 

such a solidarity of social interest. To be sure many of Truffaut's films 

have possessed this quality, but there have been notable exceptions within 

his own work (such as "Jules et Jim") which have not. There has also 

been, under the auspices of the "New Wave", an increased understanding of 

the Cinema as Art; something rarely comprehended in the English Cinema and 

even more rarely in that of the U.S.A.. "Jules et Jim" evokes some land-

scapes of rare beauty "it is nearly always enchanting to look at, a 

symphony of greys carried out with spectacular brilliance". (7
3

) The back-

grounds, especially the rural ones, owe much to impressionist painting in 

the imprecision of their detail: our eyes are kept on the movement rather 

than the landscape, yet the landscape remains vital and important. This 

was the conception of "a total cinema in which every component part, whether 

(77) 
Ibid., p. 124. 

(78) 
Taylor, p. 29. 
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already existing in the arts, like words and music, or new and specific to 

the cinema, like visual and spatial movement, should have equal importance. 11 <79) 

Yet there is little dream space in "Jules et Jim" -- there is 

much more in Bunuel's "Belle de Jour". Owing much to Surrealism, Bunuel 

develops the story in a "straightforward, linear narrative, interspersed 

with obviously relevant daydreams, night-dreams and flashbacks. Fantasies 

are clearly signalled, either by their intrinsic improbabilities, or by the 

• • f • b 11 II <30) h d 1 ringing o carriage e s. Yet w en Pierre ies his conventiona 

screen death and then miraculously is restored to life the jingling 

carriage passes under the window, empty, as if to signify it is no longer 

needed. As Durgnat comments "the equal realism of these climactic contrad-

ictions -- Pierre dead, Pierre well -- seems to place both in the same 

order of reality, it cannot but throw doubt on the reality, or otherwise, 

of every scene in the film." ( 81
) 

The gradual shift within the film from differences of reality to 

a virtually ambiguous reality follows Andre Breton's surrealist dictum that: 

"Everything leads us to believe that there exists 
a certain point of the spirit at which life and death, 
the real and the imaginary, the past and the future 
•••• cease to be perceived as opposites." (82) 

Within "Belle de Jour" there are numerous "realities": there is 

reality itself; there are daydreams; there are Freudian dreams and there are 

"hypnagogic visions" ("the scenes or patterns which flow before our eyes 

(79) 
Graham, p. 23. 

(80) 
Durgnat, p. 139. 

(81) 
Loe. cit. 

(82) 
quoted in Durgnat, p. 140. 
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when we are half awake and, according to psychologists, honeycomb our 

waking hours rather more than most of us remember"). <33) An example of 

the latter is the orgy under the table in the restaurant, a scene which is 

only "seen" by Severine (and of course the watcher). 

As a final example perhaps the best cinematic use of existential 

dream space is Resnais I tour de force, "LI Annee Derni.ere a Marienbad". 

Set symbolically in the physically realised and exquisitly visually described 

fabtast if a Baroque chateau, the film constructs its own time-space 

"reality,. which exists only for the duration of the film. As the author 

f "L'A • ·' , . 11 (84) o nnee Derniere" conunents, Cinema 'creates a reality with forms 

and this particular film "deals with a reality which the hero constructs 

out of his own vision, out of his own words. And if his persistence, his 

secret convictions, finally prevail, they do so among a perfect labyrinth of 

false trails, variants, failures and repetitions."( 35) The Baroque hotel of 

Marienbad is filled with innumerable rooms, endless corridors and a wealth 

of decoration. "Outside there are only formal gardens, statues, fountains, 

with nowhere a trace of untamed nature, and indeed the whole setting forms 

a world totally cut off from reality, hermetically sealed against social, 

. (86) political or economic pressures." 

This is indeed the world of the mind. As in the dream "the univ-

erse in which the film takes place is, characteristically, that of a 

perpetual present which makes any recourse to memory impossible. 11 <37) This 

(83) 
Durgnat, 141. p. 

(84) 
Robbe-Grillet, 7. P• 

(85) 
quoted in Armes, 93. p. 

(86) 
Armes, 93-4. pp. 

(87) 
Robbe-Grillet, quoted in Armes, p • 95. 
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type of space is Cinema's most valuable contribution to art and to culture. 

We see in this film 

"sequences involving time previous in juxtaposition to 
sequences of time present "which" are so intricately 
blended cinematically that time becomes meaningless; 
all that appears to matter is a drearr.-like motion 
that has a mysterious psychological flow." (88) 

Marienbad is set in the dream space inside our minds, a space which we 

inhabit more than we remember, a space the geographer never recognises 

except, perhaps, in his dreams! This is the essence of the new cinematic 

space of the largely French "New Wave"; a dream space more in tune with the 

times than the mainly social-realist school of English Cinema in the early 

1960's which owes so much to Eisenstein. 

These examples provide only a small sample however and some 

comments no longer hold so true today, but they indicate some of the potent-

ialities of this type of study. The English "Angry Young Man" phase has died 

down, although it was notable for its solidarity of expression while it 

existed, reflecting, as it were, a unified cultural landscape. The French 

"New Wave" really never was. It had none of the solidarity of the English 

Cinema at the same time, but it was far more willing to experiment with new 

modes of space and time based on new philosophies. The French have however 

always tended to be more willing to accept new space-time ideas in art and 

the "New Wave" Directors have therefore not been so unwilling to accept that 

the landscape need not be static. They have been ready to use a multiplicity 

of landscapes in the world their cinema constructs, with different points 

(88) 
Gessner, in 11 Seven Faces of Time: An Aesthetic for Cinema" in Kepes 
(1965), p. 166. 
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emphasised by different landscapes. Whilst this can be traced almost 

directly to the French acceptance of existential ideas on space-time they 

have still provided a significant breakthrough in man's depiction of the 

space around him. 
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CHAPTER 7 

IMPLICATIONS FOR CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY 

Until the geographer can appreciate the intimacy of man's 

relationship with the space surrounding him he cannot claim to understand 

man's behaviour in space. We may talk about "regions", "culture areas", 

"boundaries" defined by various criteria, Loschian "economic landscapes", 

Christaller networks or whatever, but in each case we are suffering from one 

of the prime failings of modern philosophical thinking: our attention has 

been turned away from the "real objects presented to us in experience to the 

(89) 
conceptual and logical apparatus by which these objects are presented." 

Equally man is looking for reality, a search which occupies nearly 

all fields of knowledge. If we are to find it we must therefore heed 

Cassirer when he urges us to 

"reverse the direction of inquiry. We should seek 
true inunediacy not in the things outside us but in our
selves. Not nature, as the aggregate of objects in 
space and time, but our own ego -- not the world of 
objects but only the world of our existence, of our 
existential reality -- seems able to lead us to the 
threshold of this inunediacy." (90) 

As the existentialists will have it the only reality lies in the 

objects around us: the rest is our perceived and existential reality; the 

reality of our own ego; the space of our dreams. If the cultural geographer 

is interested in the way people inhabit space, he must be aware of the space, 

or spaces, they inhabit. If, as existentialism implies, the geographic 

space we inhabit is our only real reference point, then the geographer must 

(89) 
Wild, p. 9. 

(90) 
Cassirer, p. 22. 
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be as willing to describe that space as is Sartre or Resnais before he can 

go on to analyse the actions of man within that space. 

"In order to affirm the reality of its objects, 
classical epistemology had to degrade sensation to 
subjective appearance, and ultimately set it down as 
a mere name." (91) 

"The result has been a fading away of the object, 
which has receeded farther and farther from the central 
focus of attention." (92) 

This is therefore not a plea for a descriptive geography: it is 

a plea for a re-direction and re-application of description, for a sophis-

ticated return to the considerations of the landscape mentioned earlier, 

considerations glossed over by Hartshorne, who has misdirected geography 

for several decades. We must provide the objective set of reference points 

in space by describing the landscape in the manner of Passarges or Young-

husband and then indicate which of these man reacts to, and in what manner. 

Only in this way can we hope to answer questions concerning man's behaviour. 

(91) 
Ibid., p. 23. 

(92) 
Wild, p. 9. 
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PREFACE 

The novels of Henry James provide us with a set of insights into 

the thoughts of one of the nineteenth century's most perspicacious social 

critics. Special emphasis is given here to his criticisms of both the 

society of North America in the late nineteenth century arrl to the most 

complex pro:'luct of that society, the city. Ja~es' view of the city was 

not, however, a view of the city as merely a concrete object: he saw 

the city for what it was, the product of society, and he saw that society 

as, ultimately, the product of the interactions of the numerous individuals 

of which it was comprised. This is a view which modern critics of the 

North American city have all too frequently failed to adopt. Urban 

problems are not simple, nor are they given to simplistic solutions: if 

they are the product of societal disorders then only the repair of those 

disorders can provide a solution. James understood, intuitively, that 

societal disorders are possessed of complex causes, complex if for no 

other reason than tha. t society comprises a vast number of individual 

people who do not necessarily think or act alike. Perhaps more than any 

other novelist of his time James built his novels around this under-

standing and in so do:L."'lg arrived at a more complete understo.nding of 

North American society arrl its pr0blem3 than have many of its more recent 

critics. A sttrly of the social criticism of Henry James is, therefore, 

much more than a etur1y of the idea~ of one man: it is a suggestion that 

we should not ignore relevant social criticisms intuitively arrived at 

merely because they do not agree with the Methodologic2l viewpoint 

11 

~ presently prevalent in Geography. It is hoped that this paper will indicate 

!14 
~J'. 
'fi 
l~ 
ii/;!: 

JJ 
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just how penetrating the social critic isms of so 11 unscient ific 11 an 

observer as a novelist can be. 

I would like to thank Lm Evenden of the Departroont of 

Geography for tolerating this piper in its original form and Evan Alderl!lon 

of the Department of English for his many construe tive critic isms on the 

topic. Without these latter I am sure that my interpretation of the mind 

of Henry James W)Uld ha. ve been considerably less valid. 
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CHAPI'ER. 1 

INTROD OCT ION 

One of the most vexing geographical tasks has always been the 

attempt to reconstruct past landscapes. The search for geographical 

11objectivity11 has almost invariably prevented more than either the 

production of the vast regional monographs of the past or the sterile 

statistical analyses so popular in recent years. Neither of these 

techniques enables us to more tha.11 partially establish the character of 

any specific past land scape. This is not to say that the character of 

the landscape ms beEn inevitably ignored: the best of the regional 
(1) 

monographs heeded Hettner's com.';lents on the 11wesen 11 of an area; other 

scholars, such as Sir Francis Younghusbarrl, Banse arrl Volz, went much 
(2) 

further. Nevertheless such methods of study, although resurrected from 

time to time, have tended to remain geographic loose-ends. Yet there is 

existing, in readily available form, a vast body of literature dealing 

continually with the character of man 1 s environment arrl with his relation-

ships with that part of it of which he is conscious. Whether specifically 

or generically all novelists must arrl do deal with this problem: this 

aspect of literature the geographer has consistently ignored. 

(1) 
Hartshorne, p. 160. 

(2) 
Ibid., p. 218-9. 
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In many ways tho novel provides the most comprehensive survey 

of historical events, social habits and customs prevalent at the point in 

time at which the novel in question was written. The sample is one which 

is highly biased: it is, after all, provided by a deliberately subjective 

observer with, usually, preconceived ideas. Nontheless this apparent 

fault may be turned to considerable advantage. There is no question of 

false objectivity: the recorded observations can be im:~ediately accepted 

as highly subjective and their interpretation begu..~ from that premise. 

Towards the close of the nineteenth century a tr~~endous 

quantity of adverse criticism of the North American city began to be 

generated by the rapacious expansion of the great metropolitan areas. 

Foremost among the urban critics of the day were many American novelists, 

and foremost a~ong these was one of the great masters of American 

literature, Henry James. To discuss all of James' coirnents on the 

American way of life at the turn of the century in a paper of this, or 

indeed of any, length would be a total impcs sibility. To consider even 

his urban criticism with any degree of comprehensiveness would be almost 

equally tedious. The intention of this paper is to deal with the major 

aspects of social criticism present in some of his more important works. 

These themes will, by means of specific examples, be presented in the 

generally urban setting in which James originally developed them. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HENRY JAMES AND HIS ERA 

A. A brief early biography 

Born in 1843, Henry James was the son of a well-to-do Boston 

family. Much of his upbringing was in Europe; his indulgent father 

discouraging local attachments. Whilst in the U.S.A. the James family 

oscillated back and forth between Boston and New York, owing allegiance 

to neither. By this time, however, James was already fastidious in his 

aesthetic outlook, made so by intimate cont a.ct with the world 1 s great 

cities. 

This 

stu::iy of human 

The 

"The capitals in Jamesian geography, extending 
from the new world to the old, were Boston and New 
York, London, Paris and Rome. Florence and Venice 
were way stations. 11 (3) 

background coupled with an early predilection towards the 

nature made James' 

"particular landscape • • • • tra t of the affluent and 
civilised humans who vis it ed these places. 11 (4) 

formative years of James' life which were passed in New 

England must not, however, be skimmed over merely because documentation 

concerning them is inadequate. The early social history of that area was 

illuminated from within by a tremendous drive to present the world ~~th a 

new humanity, set free from the caste barriers and poverty of Europe, which 

(3) 
Edel, p. 13. 

(4) 
Loe .cit. 
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would return to the mother countries only for plunder to further the 

cultural develoµnent of New Englarrl. Despite the considerable amount of 

time the James family spent in Euroi;:e some of this idealism must h.:'1Ve 

rubbed off onto the young Henry on those occasions when his family was in 

contact with the Bostonian social scene. Equally the failure of this 

idealism in the last quarter of the nineteenth century as money replaced 

all other North America~ gods must have considerably disheartened the 

novelist, as well as reinforcing his growing apprehensions concerning the 

course of civilisation on the northern part of the continent. 

As early as 1858, at the age of 15, James evinced a strong 

distaste for removing himself from the European social scene to visit the 

U.S.A. with his parents: in 1867, for example, he found Cambridge, 
(5) 

Massachusetts, "about as lively as the inner sepulchre". In 1869 and 

again in 1872 he left his family in New England and returned to Europe" 

11to show whether his pen could accomplish -- what 
it ha..d failed to do in America -- give him freedom 
and independence, the sense of being footloose and 
unattached, and above all self-possessed." (6) 

At this stage in his career James was, in fact, firmly of the 

opinion tha..t he was unable to write effectively of North American affairs. 

In 1871 he went 30 far as to state that 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

"to write well and worthily of A."ll.erican things one 
need even more tran elsewhere be a master. But 
unfortunately one is less. 11 (7) 

Holder, p. 20. 

Loe.cit. 

in a letter to Charles Elliot Norton, quoted in Matthiesen, p. ix. 
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Jrunes therefore saw little future for himself at this point in 

his life should he remain in North America. Coupled with his strongly 

expre3sed cons ic era.ti on t ln t the capacity to respond to things European 
(8) 

was "almost the strongest American characteristic" and his retrogressive 

criticisms of "our crude and garish clima te 11 , "our silent JXJ.St 11 , and "our 
(9) 

deafening present 11 his permanent departure for London in 1875 cones as 

no great surprise. As an artist specialising in the socio.l scene the 

U.S.A. could only be disadvantageous to him. 

B. The increasingly urban society 

The century 1790 to 1890 was a crucial one in the urban history 

of North America. During this period the total population of the U.S.A. 

increased 16 folo whilst the urban population was multiplied by a factor 

of 139. This tremendously unb:::Qanced gr<Mth was naturally much reflected 

in the thouGhts of nineteenth century American philosophers, academics and 

writers in general. James was a pro::luct of that grcwth. He was a product 

of a newly and overwhelmingly urban society arrl he was thoro1J6hly at home 

in it. Being an offsprL"'lg of the new order did not, h~vever, bli~d him 

to its faults, but equally it did not lead to his following blindly, as did 

so many of his less penetrating contemporaries am literary colleagues, 

what has been called the 

( 8) 
in a letter to Henry Harland, quoted in Jefferson, p. 41. 

(9) 
quoted in Jefferson, p. 66. 
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"powerful tradition of anti-urbanism in the 
history of American thought. 11 

The great novelist, by virtue of both first hand observation 

(10) 

and a comprehensive understanding of the social structure of the North 

American city, saw that institution's faults with considerable clarity. 

These faults were not those or urb~nism as a way of life but rather faults 

of a society that had led to the particular brand of urbanism embodied in 

the North American city. They were, essentially, faults in a "genre de 

vie". 

Nearly all of Ja~es' characters are distinctly urban, usually 

of the leisured class; from the evidence of his novels he cared little for 

things rural. In any case, the wilderness am the farm 

"have left only a peculiar blankness on the faces 
of his cmracters". (11) 

One aspect of James' peculiar genius may therefore be taken to 

be this recognition of the increasingly urbcm nature of the late nineteenth 

century North American way of life and the essential dc:,ngers inherent in 

that urbanisation. James was conscious of the dangers of a destructively 

exploitative society many decades before such consciousness has become 

fashionable. It is both interesting and instructive to speculate as to 

whether James' lack of recognition in the U.S.A., especi:i.lly during the 

early part of his career, was any reflection on the refusal of the society 

(10) 

(11) 

White (1962), p. 15. Typical among such anti-urbanists are Herman 
Mel ville, Edgar Allen Poe, Henry Adams and William Dean Howells. Even 
stronger pro-rural statements can be fou:1d in Mark Twain and, more 
recently, in the novels of John Steinbeck. The messase is always the 
same; the city is "tmnatural 11 ; the "true America" lies in the soil. 
Non-lit er::iry ex.:1mples may be found ln the work of Schlesin,cer and in 
review and bibliographic articles by Glaab and Lampard. 

Dupee, p. 144. 
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of tmt time to recognise and remedy its shortcomings. 

When compared with James oth]r literary critics of the North 

American city have displayed an almost total lack of recognition of the 

true nature of urban problems. Silas Lapham, in William Dean Howells 1 

novel of the businessman 1 s rise to fame and fortune, is treated with 

considerable sympathy by the author, a treatment not afforded any business-

man so intent on accumulating money in t.he novels of Henry James. Such 

writers as Howells tended to criticise effect rather than cause: they 

related faithfully the dangers they saw, but the dangers filled them with 

dread since they understood neither cause nor remedy. Henry James was, in 

fact, the first com~entator upon the American scene to put forward a 

holistic view of the situation, or to atte~pt a solution. Whereas earlier 

critics saw urban villains in terms of black and white, James neither 

exaggerates emotions nor insists upon sensation and in so doing presents a 

critical picture much closer to reality. 

C. Approaches to the City 

Much adverse criticism has been levelled at James based on the 

argument that he never lived in the North American city and could not 

therefore presu11e to jtrlge it. Whilst we may agree '.'Ii th Ansel.rn Strauss 

that 

(12) 

11Not only does the city dweller develop a 
sentiment of place gradually, but it is extremely 
difficult for him even to visualise the physical 
organisation of his city, an:i, even more, to make 
sense of its cross-currents of activity. Apparently 
an invariable characteristic of city life is that 
certain stylised and symbolic means must be resorted 
to in order to 11 see" the city. 11 (12) 

Straw.>s, p. 6. 
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and that 

11The city, as a whole, is inaccessible to the 
~nagination unless it can be reduced and 
simplified, 11 (13) 

this does not negate James' comments on the North American city. He was 

not, in fact, directly concerned with urbanism as such: his method of 

ordering and stylising the city was by means of a stuiy of social class. 

All his novels are basically concerned with stu:Jies of societal conflict: 

they are concerned with "manners"; how people behave in specific situations. 

The social groupings of American cities in the nineteenth century were 

notably less rigid, especially in terms of the elite, tmn those of the 

European and Jarnes, seeking for some pennanence in his troubled personal 

world, could harcUy have been expected to approve. Throughout his life he 

was to rationalise this, especially after his visit to the U.S.A. in 1904, 

but it is upon this underlying theme of lack of social rigidity, based on 

his personal fears, that most of his criticisms of North America are built. 

To consider for a moment why James pr ferred the Europea.Y'l to the 

American city 

(1.3) 

(11+) 

11 one wants to object that life in Americ.m cities 
is over-organised. But ~!hen we speak of excessive 
organisation we are actually thinking of a kind of 
ordering of life, not of a degree; the quality of 
organisation, not its extent. The institutional
isation of life in a city can stuftify but it can 
also vitalise; it can enslave but it cc.n also 
liberate. When freedom, spontaneity am creativity 
are the object, the problem is one of institutions 
arrl organisation -- not how much but how. 11 (14) 

Ibid., p. 8. 

Haworth, p. 36. 
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James, valuing "freedom, spontaneity and crodtivity", f oum'I 

London society far better institutionalised to his purpose than that of 

New York, Boston, or even Paris, hence his decision to settle thet·e. Even 

so James' main value, as previously in0.icated, was stability. To him, as 

to Haworth, the 

"institution bestows its resources upon him, 
enabling him to grow through his specific rnode 
of participation'.'. 

London contained 

"a large number of people, in good "society" and 
out, who would rather pursue interesting inquiries 

(15) 

in human nature than play the strenuous part". (16) 

Yet, at certain times, James could disapprove. When London 

exhibited those traits of social selfishness he abhorred so much in the 

North American city, as for example at Victoria's Jubilee, he made his 

distaste known. As far as artists are concerned, hO';;-ever, nowhere did he 

ever consider the American city was an adeqUJ.te habitat, since to James 

the artist needs moral and mental detachment, 

11 the freedom from practical obligations which 
will compromise his work, the freedom from 
intellectual and social ties which will obscure 
his vis ion". 

Within the context of the U.S.A. J~~es spoke of the great 

(17) 

adventure of a society expanding into the world, yet, in virtual contradic-

tion to this, he was fascinated by the baronial state of society where the 

poor and dec1assed exist solely in relation to the rich and well born. For 

this reason 

(15) 
Ibid • , p. 37. 

(16) 
Dupee, p. 35. 
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"he saw only limited parts of the humnn comedy in 
America, but he saw with a remarkably trained and 
tenacious eye" 

presenting details of immense accuracy, but 

"only in so far as they bear upon the action". (18) 

Unfortunately one of James' great idols was Balzac and he felt challenged 

by the 

"intensity of Balzac's provincial town" 

and hampered by his OW'l failure to 

"find in his rapidly changins America anything like 
the fixed solidarity of French manners an:l customs 
to base his own ~rk upon". (19) 

The lack of permanence in North American urban society of the 

late nineteenth century James found ver-y much to his dislike. His attitude 

might be sum.'11ed up as being, in this respect, close to that of a more recent 

urban critic. 

"The America'1 community which is being talked of so 
often, and so profoundly, is essentially super
ficial and highly mobile. Provided that only a 
certain homo,~eneity of social class and income can 
be maintained, American com~unities can be 
disassembled and reconstituted about as readily as 
freight trains • 11 (20) 

In delving into the reasons for such superficiality James appears 

to have come up with two main causes. Easy money and t.11e rise of the 

nouveau riche comprise one, misdirected sexuality provides the other. North 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Matthiessen, p. xiii. 

Ibid • , p • ix • 

Starr, p. 35. This critic rn;,kes the s;une mistake, however, for which 
James is constantly critic iti ing North American society: that of 
equnting social c1ass and income. Once again it is a criticbm of 
effect rather than cause. 
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American attitudes to both topics were, in James' lifetime, almost 

equally juvenile. 

"Most mooerately well-brought up Americans 
were told as children that only the vulgar 
discuss money; they did not know how much money 
their parents had or earned, an innocence that 
had the nattU'al effect of ma.king dollars as 
interesting as sex, a.Yld as little understood 11 • (21) 

Both of these attiti.rles of Ja~es' stem from his own background. 

He had adequate indeperrlent means and thereby learned to despise the 

nouveau riche, the group from which he consir.ered all the urban problems 

that he saw emanated. His opposition to the cause of feminism, so obvious 

in a novel such as The Bostonians, and his personal avoidance of lasting 

female contacts throughout his life, are more vexatious questions. It is 

certainly ironic that the voyeuristic attitude towards money for which 

James so condemned the nouveau riche should be so similar to his own 

personal attitude towards sex. It has been considered that James' 

"whole view of sex and love was on the oral, 
infantile, pre-oedipal and pre-sexual level. 
His own attitude •••• was •••. consistently 
that of the pubescent (at best) voyeur, 1 spying 
out' the hidden, mysterious, and ultimately 
sinful, area of 1 adult intimacy' • 11 (22) 

This may then be taken as at least a partial explanation of the 

nature of the world represented i.11 James' novels. It is one inhabited very 

largely by ~~men and it is these females who largely control the course of 

most of his books. Whilst his o;.;n personal life of drawing-room tea 

parties and social calling during daylight hours may be taken as in some 

(21) 
Ibid., p. 53. 

(22) 
Geis mar, p. 358. 
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part the reason for this concentration James appears to see women as a 

threat to his beloved safety and security. His male characters are, when 

they are involved in the business world, "divorced" from their wives or 

lovers by it: the city, as the seat of busines activity, has symbolically 

castrated toom. 

For these reasons James represents the North American nouveau 

riche in a permanent cont ext of social dis aster, not merely in their 

surface inability to cbey the rules of etiquette, but in situations in 

which one person's attitude or rules collide with those of another or of a 

community. His nouveau riche characters are well in the tradition of 
(23) 

"American helplessness 11 • He is preaching his continuous message that 

money only belongs in the hands of those who know how to use it; the 

leisured rich with inherited wealth. 

If sex and money are both so closely re1a ted in the context of 

American innocence it is hardly surprising that James, especially after 

his l 9C4 vis it, should become so obsessed with money: it must be looked 

upon as representing his unconscious obsession with sex. Whereas before 

money had been merely an element in high society (James' 11up-to'W.11"), now 

it was the 11 searing blight" of the down-town. In his last short story, 

"A Round of Visits 11 , James puts forward a 11 hero" who may be taken as 

embodyi.n,g the nearest overt reCOiJnit ion by the author of his own subconscious 

mind. The 11 hero 11 

(23) 

(24) 

11 has something -- some secret sorrow, trouble, 
fault -- to tell anrl can't find the recipient". 

Jefferson, p. 94. 

Matthiessen, p. xx.iv. 

(24) 
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Is this James himself, encountering in his search for a sympathetic listener 

only an appeal "more pitiful than his own"? James certainly never found 

any respite in the North American city and may be identifying himself with 

the work-worn American male: the "appeal more pitiful than his o"'n". 

The end of thi.:; story shows widespread corruption seeping into the "up-

town"; the corruption of "cataclysmic" money, to borrOW' a phrase from 

Jane Jacobs. To James this was to be the death of the American city, its 

heartlessness and violence metaphorically sum~ed up by the confusion felt 

by the hero of the tale when he steps into his hotel lobby from the cold 

of a New York winter. James, 

"contrasting a heavy blizzard with the heavy 
heat of the luxury hotel, so that it was only a 
step fro.n the Tropics to the Pole", 

leaves us with little doubt of his disapproval of the contrasts and 

conflicts of the new social order. 

(25) 
Loe.cit. 

(25) 
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CHAPI'ER 3 

ASPECTS OF JAMES 1 VIEWS O~ THE CITY 

As has been previously indicated James was not opposed to the 

city as such but rather to the new materialism of North American society. 

He was in many ways an appalling intellectual snob, disliking "democracy" 

not on politic al but on social anii aesthetic grounds. He saw it, as 

applied in the U.S.A., as encouraging a monotony of social type, a 

reluctance to engage in self criticism and, above all, a gregarious 

passion for the public and com.~unal. This was, of course, a direct threat 

to his personal privacy and social stability. 

Early in his literary career James began to develop the themes 

he would substantially adhere to for the rest of his life. As early as 

1870 he commented on the lack of men in the city, asking 

11but where were the men? 
offices condemned by the 
to toil for the money to 
elegant society". 

Alas, back in the city 
Americ<Jn scheme of life 
support their wives in 

(26) 

This early i:art of his career also saw the com.11encement of his 

interest in the "American Girl" typified by Daisy Miller, heroine of the 

novel bearing the sa~e name ~hich was published in 1879. Eventually James 

was to combine these two themes arrl show the corrupting effect a surplus 

of money and a lack of men would have on the innocence of the "Daisy Hiller" 

type. By the errl of the decade James was therefore embarking upon the 

proouction of what literary critics have termed the "Social" novels. 

(26) 
quoted in Kelley, p. 121. 
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A. The exiled critic: the example of The Bostonians 

The Bostonians, a novel hinging upon its urban setting, was James' 

first attempt at a "naturalistic" novel. First published in 1886 it 

conjures up brilliant social scenes in the typically New England urban 

context of Boston and represents the author's new role. He had become a 

"detached, sensitive, ironic, visiting observer of 
the Americ<m city, and within the range of his 
interests described some manifestations of urban 
growth with stirring accuracy ar:rl intense dismay 
at its social effects". (27) 

In The Bostonians James stuc1 ies almost exclusively the upper and 

upper middle social classes, or those aspiring to similar status. It is 

this concentration which makes it worthy of both our further attention and 

a careful consideration of those few mentions which are made of the lower 

classes. Much of the novel is concer.,ed with the wcmen 1 s reform movement, 

headed by one Olive Chancellor, and the conflicts of social class which 

result in that lady's personal failure to "control" her friend, Verena 

Tarrant. The ironic failure of the reform movement to corrrnunicate with the 

women of the lov;er classes, and it is they who are intended to benefit by 

Olive Chancellor 1 s crusade, is well surn:ned up in her unspoken thought that 

such women 

(27) 

(28) 

"cared far more about Charlie •••. in a white 
overcoat and a paper collar •••• than about the 
ballot". (28) 

White (1962), p. 101. In fact he criticised the Booton social scene to such good effect tho.t the novel was a critical failure on the North American market! 

Jrunes (1886), p. 28. 11 Ch:1rlie 11 was, of course, the mythical urban male. 
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Olive meets Verena Tarrant at a reform meeting and immediately 

takes a liking to her on the grounds th"lt she is in tune with the "people". 

To Olive this 

11 threw her into the social dusk of lliat mysterious 
democracy which Miss Chancellor held that the 
fortunate classes know so little about, and with 
which (in a future possibly very near) they will 
have to count 11 • (29) 

Olive 11adopts 11 Verena in an attwipt to prove, both to herself and 

others, her interest in the "people 11 • In other words Verena is a sop to 

Olive's conscience: as tre latter says of herself 

"She was nothing of a sybarite, and she 
had proved, visiting the alleys and slums of 
Boston in the service of the Associated Ch3.rities, 
that there was no foulness or disease or misery 
she feared to look in the face; but her house had 
always been thoro~ghly well regulated, she was 
passionately clean, and she was an excellent wom~~ 
of business. 11 (30) 

Such a statement rather gives the lie to her initial disclaimer: 

contacts with the lower classes are all very well when awaiting her return 

home are 

11 the refreshment of a pretty house .••• an imported 
tea service, a Chickering piano and the Deutsche 
Rund schau11 • (31) 

As a self -appointed champion of the "people 11 Olive does, perhaps, 

recognise that she needs them to ensure her own continuing importance. She 

sees in them at least one great virtue: they lack vulgarity, something she 

despises above all else. 

(29) 
Ibid., p. 67. 

(30) 
Ibid., p. 148. 

(31) 
Ibid., p. 153. 
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him because he works for his living as a new1:1paper reporter; he is not his 
(35) 

.2:!!l man. 

Apart from Matthias, who is lower or lower middle class because 

he works, there are only two real me'!lbers of the lower classes in the 

novel. Verena's father, Selah Tarrant, and a policeman who crops up in 

the closing plges of the book, during the confusion attending the 

prelimina.ries to Vere".'la' s first public speaking engai.;ernent at the Boston 

Music Hall. Selah ancl the policeman for:n an interesting contrast. On the 

one hand James gives us Selah, ira.de to appear a fool after Olive has 

bribed him to let her assu'llc com.'llarrl of his daughter's life, corrupted by 

the money Olive has given him. On the other harrl he gives us 

11A robust po lie eman, in his helmet and brass 
buttons" (36) 

refusing to let Basil Ransom, Verena's eventual fiance, into the Hall to 

see Verena; yet who passes, 

"without the slightest preju:iice to his firmness, 
into a sociable, gossiping phase". (37) 

Selah is eternally uneasy in his role as father to the genius of 

Verena. He is especially confused by Olive: 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

A similar situation arose in a previous novel, Washin;i;ton Sguare, 
first published in 1880. Morris, suitor to Catherine ~loper, attempts 
to go into business for h1'11self so that he c2n aspire to the same 
social class as Catherine's father, Doctor Sloper. Only in this way 
can he avoid the degredation of workiri,s for so:nebody since he has no 
inherited wealth. Matthias, fortunately, is not si>nilarly obsessed 
since he rloes not recognise Verena as of a superior class. 

James (1886), p. 363. 

Ibid. , p. 365. 
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' 1he had never met anyone so much in earnest as 
this definite, literal young woman ••• He 
hardly knew in what language to speak to her". (38) 

Where Selah is confused the policeman is quite at ease, his mind 

untroubled by the "goings on" of the upper classes. 

In terms of their implications of James 1 own views, however, none 

of these lower class characters matches the importance of Basil Ransom. 

The Bostonians shows an upper class in its moment of decay and how, men 

such decay begins, retrenchment will take place. The vehicle of that 

retrenchment in this novel is Basil Ransom. 11Born to the prospect of a 
(39) 

fortune" , Basil is uncorrupted by money and even though he loses all 

such prospects in the ruin of his f a'Tlily during the Civil War he is not 
(40) 

degraded, nor does he lose his innocence. It is this innocence which 

enables him to maintain his sanity in a worJ!:l of changing social values. 

These changes result in Verena's mother, the well-born Mrs. Tarrant, 

becoming slwly insane as Selah, her low-born husband, drags her lower and 

lower on the social scale. Basil is capable of res is ting this, largely 

because his 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

"conception of vice was purely as a series of 
special cases, of explicable accidents 11 • 

Ibid., p. 141. 

Ibid., p. 271. 

(41) 

Witness, for exa11ple on page 159, the unscheduled departure for Europe 

of his bu'3iness partner, complete with all the business funds! 

Ibid., p. 15. 
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Even though he admits to a life of 

"much Bohemin.nism he drank beer, in New York, 

in cellars, knew no ladies, and was familiar with 

a 'variety 1 actress" (42) 

- at all times he remabs the gentleman. It is significant that Basil, 

coming from a plantation family of the South, is far less of an urban 

character th:m any other in the book. It is notable that his greatest 

strength emerges at the little town of Marmion, where Olive takes Verena 

to get her away from Basil, and whence Basil pursues her to plead his case. 

Marmion 

"was a town hhere you smelt the breath of the hay 

in the streets and you might gather blackberries 

in the principal square". (43) 

Here Basil "takes" Verena from Olive in a direct fight, gaining 

his strength from th0 reality of the country, its cle>!:ler connection with 

life, and the consequent escape from the enervating ef feet that city 

society, represented by Olive, is having upon Verena's character. Basil 

is seen as a ty:i:e 

"whose criticism of mo:lern civilisation is rooted 

in traditionalist principles" (44) 

a.nd it is this distinctly non-urban trait which helps keep him strong. 

(1+2) 

(43) 

(44) 

Loe.cit •• 

Ibid., p. 300. 

Philip Rahv, on p. ix. of the introduction to the Signet Classics 

paperback edition of The Bosto~ians. 
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In many ways The Bostonians is a study of hhat happens to people 

when they lose their life-myths. Without a rationale to order their 

ex.is tence they begin to crack up uncler th:i strain. The primary and 

ancillary sets of characters suffer like fates. Miss Birdseye, the "grancl" 

old lady of the reform movement, lapses into total anomie and dies. 

Verena's parents become corrupted by the tard cash Olive feeds them to 

relir1quish their daughter and with which they still fail to repair their 

failing social fortunes. The Burrages, a nouveau riche family dabbli."'lg 

in the reform movement for social purpooes, change their social colours as 

often as does a chameleon, and for the same reasons. Only Basil Ransom, 

heir to an old er way of life, survives. In forcing Verena to accept his 

o-wn personal myth he saves her from a life of either total ineffectualness, 

the fate of Miss Birdseye, or of increasing lac.'!.( of meaning and ultim,1te 

disillusion~r:nt, the fate James projects for Olive no,.r she has lost both 

Miss Birdseye and Verena. To extend this chain of reasoning one link 

farther Basil, because his way of life is based on solid and proven ground, 

however 11 outdated" his ideas may be, because, in other words, he is not of 

the city, is the only person in the book who is able to avoid the corrupting 

influences of the new order as James saw them being realised in the city. 

Basil, by resisting the concepts of a social order based on money, by 

resisting the moves to,.,rards female domination of the city, by resisting 

newness an:t change, avoids the 1-ncreas-lng social anomie that acco:npanies 

the progres0ive abandonment of the old myths and the adoption of the new. 

Unfortunately James does not tell us wh':1. t 1r ice Basil will have to pay 

for the firmness of his retrenchment, al though he does in<lic.'.lte, at the 

very close of the novel, that Ver!Vna is unlikely ever to be happy in her 

11 new11 role. 
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B. The 1904 visit 

If the 11Social 11 novels saw James as a 11detacood, sensitive, 

ironic, vis itini; observer", the shock of his 1904 vis it was to ch:mge all 

that. Whereas in 1883 he had conmented that New York was 

"al together an extraordinary growim; , swarming, 
glitterin,5, pushing, chattering, good-natured, 
cosmopolitan place, and perraps in some i-lay the 
best imitation of Paris that c<:n be found (yet 
wi. th a great originality of its own) 11 (45) 

in 1904 he found the city showing 

"all the signs of the heaped industrial battle
fiel.C, all the sounds am silences, grim, pushing, 
tru1ging silences too, of the universal will to 
move -- to move, move, move, as an end in itself, 
an appetite at any price 11 • (46) 

James felt hL~self at a gross disadvantage in the city. He 

realised early that the "downtown" was the key to its W"Orkings, but his 

upbringing and education had left the door to the business world a closed 

mystery. He could, however, comprehend the "up-town", but whereas in his 

childhood the 11 up-town 11 had been a comµi ratively well-peopled social area, 

it was now so different he coulrl hardly recognise it. ~CM James indicated 

how alone he felt there; 

(45) 

(46) 

"alone I mean with the music rra sters and French 
pastry-cooks, the ladies and the children -
im"llensely present and irrr:iensely numerous these, 
but testifying with a collective voice to the 
extraordinary absence (save as pieced together 
through a thousand g<~ps arri indirectness) of a 
serious male interest". (47) 

quoted in White (1962), p. 94. James' comp=i.rison of New York with 
Paris was not, however, necessarily favourable -- he found Parisian 
society stultifying. 

James (1907), p. 84. 
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His 1904 visit brought grave doubts as to the future of North 

American society. 

11What bothered him about America was that so 
booming a civilization, capable of the greatest 
things, was addressed so markedly to material ends. 11 (48) 

The U.S.A. had neither Enlarged nor enriched her capacity for 

lei.sure: her main aim seemed to him simply to allow her population 

11to make so much money that you won't, that you 
don't 'mind ' , don't mind anything •••• " (49) 

To James this attitude was palpably wrong. The possession of 

money should have done no more than allCM the possessor to forget the 

necessity for it and to thereby irrlulge in 

11 an untroubled awareness of beauty". (50) 

Money had not done this to American society: instead it corrupted 

it by becoming its sole go::l • In his 1904 vis it he saw that corruption 

striking firmly at one of his most well developed characters, the American 

girl so well personified by Daisy Miller. In the short story 11 Crapy 

Cornelia" James gives us the nouveau riche Mnericcn female. To underline 

this new role he contrasts the 

"comforting, dusky restfulness of Cornelia Rasch" 

with the 

"gleam, glare md hard dazzle that always surrounds 
Mrs. Worthing ham". (51) 

(48) 
Edel, p. 37. 

(49) 
quoted in Hold er, p. 2.?. 

(50) 
Dupee, p. 85. 

( ~51) 
Matthiessen, p. XXII. 
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The diamom -J..ike character of Mrs. Worthingoom underlines her 

wealth that must be ostentHtiously exploited, a wealth thrust upon her and 

her peers by the absence of the rm le. 

In The Ivory Tower James sums up this transformation by his 

character sketch of the town of Newport. He had found jt transformed from 

his own pleasant memories of it in 1860, a transform::ttion he symbolises 

by comµ3.ring it to "a little, bare, white, open hand" strldenly crammed 

full of gold, a quiet Eighteenth Century town transformed by a "vast, florid, 

nondescript excrescence" of new villas. Whereas the old social elite had 

been 

"united through their feeling for art and their 
sense of Europe" (52) 

the new elite are as drab as their villas are florid, as if they had poured 

all their life into their ornarnent. The vulgar nouveau riche woman wants 

"everyone for so:nething so much more than something 
for everyone"; (53) 

her male partner is a 

"sponge of saturation in the surrounding medium". (54) 

One senses his regret for the replacement of the well-rounced 

gentleman with the narr& specialist. There is the millionaire, Mr. l}aw, 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

"incaµ3.ble of thought save in the sublimities of 
arithmetic (for) money was his life" 

Ibid., p. m. 

quoted in White ( 1962 ) , p. 99. 

Loe .cit •• 

Loe.cit •• 

(55) 
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and, more ominously, there is his lawyer 

11 whose mini was so full of rerfect nests or bags 
of other facts, leaving no room in their inter
stices for mere appreciation to turn around ••• 
They so covered the grourrl of his consciousness 
to the remotest edge that no breath of air either 
of his own 'llind or of anyone else's could have 
pretended to circulate about them''. ( 56) 

This almost Orwellian figure was James' prophecy of what was to 

be, of the age of superbly efficient specialists -....hose minds are so well 

trained that they can see no further tlnn the next specialised problem they 

are fitted to deal with. It is to be hoped that Orwell's own prophecies of 

what hs.s yet to come are somewlnt less accurate. 

James 1 19~ vis it brought further development of yet another 

branch cf his criticism of North America.'1 life: its gross lack of any 

aesthetic quality. This was of course, as it still is, much more notice-

able in urban areas than in rural, if for no other reason than the mere 

concentration of unpleasant conf:igurations that assault our every sense. 

In his short tale 11The Jolly Cor:ler" Ja1TI.es puts the case against the city 

from exactly this point of view. Too hero, Spencer Brydon, has just 

returned to the U.S.A. after an absence of 23 years only to find that 

(56) 

(57) 

Loe.cit •• 

11 Proportions and values were upside-down; the 
ugly things he had ex,P3cted, the ugly thirv;s of his 
far-away youth, when he harl too promptly wake<l up 
to a sense of t re ugly -- these uncanny phenomena 
placed him rather, as it were, under the charm; 
whereas the 'swagger' things, the mo:iern the mon~>trous, .. 
the fa>nous thll\~s, those he had more particularly, 
like thousands of ingenuous admirers every year, 
come over to see, were exactly his sources of 
dismay. 11 (57) 

Fadim311, p. 6C4. 
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11The Jolly Corner" is in many ways an enquiry into the workings 

of Spencer Brydon 1 s mind, the comp.le:x:ity of which James indicates in his 

description of the inside of the old house th:1t Spencer Brydon's family had 

inhabited for three generations. The inside of the house is, of course, 

the inside of Spencer Brydon's mind and it contains a ghost, the ghost of 

Spencer Brydon 1 s alt er ego; the person he might well have been had he 

remained in North America and not left for Europe as a young man. This 

ghost Spencer Brydon is afraid of; he cannot be0r the thought of encount

ering it. He wanders through the house (in effect through his mind) until 

he penetrates to the top, where he is most afraid of Encountering his alter 

ego. Notably he does not firrl him there: tre encounter, when it finally 

comes, is at the bottom of the stairs. Brydon sperrls much of his ti:ne in 

the house leaning over the back stairs, looking down, searching for his 

might-have-been. Yet it is he &"'1.d his world which survives after his 

encounter with the ghost because his is the more real w:>rld, the more 

alive. James underlines this for us by his use of location 'Within the 

house: at the top of the house Brydon is safe, his alter ego lurks only 

at the bottom of his mind, in the sub~erged part of his past. 

This alter ego Brydon res no compulsion in destroying. His 

encounter convinces him that this alternative self is 

"evil, <Xi ious, blatant am vuleartt. (58) 

Whereas before the encounter he has been senti'.nental about his 

family house and unwilling to redevelop the site, after it he can only 

welcome its irmninent de:11olition. Unable to fin1 food for his aestheticis:n 

(58) 
Ibid • , p. 63 5. 
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in the new New York, even in that place which should h'lve been so rich in 

memories, his old family home, Brydon rejects North American urban society. 

"Had they ever, he asked himself, the mrd
faced houses, v.hich had begun to look vivid in 
the dim dawn, had they ever spoken so little to 
any need of his spirit? Gre<-'.t build ed voids, 
great crowded stillnesses put on, often, in the 
heart of cities, for the sma 11 hours, a sort of 
sinister mark". 

Many urban critics rave taken Spencer Brydon as being James' 

(59) 

representation of himself and his out let for his personal opinions. This 

is not exactly true. Jan1es tad many comparable sensitivities but he does 

not fully condone the character he created in Brydon. Brydon is merely the 

mouthpiece for the many people who are unable to "get on" with the city 

on almost purely aesthetic grotL11ds. James 1 own opinions went much deeper 

than this and Brydon can therefore be taken as a~ only partial representa-

tion of James 1 ov.n feelings. Nor is ruch a critic ism of the city unique 

to Spencer Brydon in James 1 works: Dr Sloper of 1~·ashington Sau.are and 

Basil Ransom of The Bostonians encounter sLrnilar aesthetic problems in 

their urban environments; Spencer Brydon is merely the best developed of 

James' characters with this specific sensibility. 

(59) 
lb id • , p. 6 30 • 
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C. Little men and <lo:nineering women 

James s~w the role of the v.oman in North American society change 

markedly over tho last ffilf of the nineteenth century; it is therefore 

hardly surprising that he should com.11ent upon it so often. The men he saw 

as being symbolically castrated by business and the city, the women as 

being gradually corrupted by the money made available to them by their 

absent men. In the early novels his girls are of the 11 heedless Daisy 

Miller type" but they grow up rapidly into a girl 

"whose freedoms have caught up with her, who as a 
consequence of her mother's reckless divorces and 
her own u.~-supervised foolish engaganents finds 
herself shut out from the correct marriage that, 
with her lack of money (from over-spending) she 
desperately needs". (60) 

It was not only money that James saw corrupting the North 

American woman: she also lacked sex. She was 11 so little married" that she 

came to monopolise society arrl thereby slowly assu11ed a ma.le role. 

11The partial segregation of the sexes due to 
the male compulsion to overwork and the fem3.le 
monopoly of all cultural and social activ:~' y" (61) 

is to blame for th is. In addition the assu11pt ion of the male role exposed 

the North Americill1 woman to the brutal, competitive drives of the city and 

business world and slowly began to involve her in it. As certain of James 1 

women become more masculine he produces characters such as Olive Cha~cellor 

in The Bostonians, a self-willed, strovig-minded spinster and feminist. The 

feminist moverr,~nt was, as previously ind ic;;;.ted, a notably urban one <,nd it 

(60) 
Matthiessen, p. XXIII. 

(61) 
Jefferson, p. 85. 
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can be no accident that Olive Chancellor, striving for political equality 

with men, is cast as a lesbian, evoo though she herself appears unaware of 

it and is convinced that her desire to dominate a young woman, 

11 to make her live with her, to teach her to make 
speeches on womm 's rights, to prevent the 
eligible young Southerner from marrying her, is 
all ardor for the feminist cause". (62) 

With regard to money the North American woman is corrupted rather 

by her substitution of money for sex than by money alone. The men produce 

money in lieu of sex by their involvement in the city. The female role in 

sex is traditionally regarded as "giving 11 and when money is substituted the 

woman must spend to maintain the outgoing pa ttem. Mrs Westgate of 11A New 

England Winter" asserts that "An Arnerican woman who respects herself must 

buy sor:iething every-day of her lif e 11 • The implications are obvious! 

As the tragedy unrolls the North American girl deteriorates. 

Amy Foy in the play "The American Scene" prcxluces perhap:> the most telling 

com'llents: 

11 1 loathe the American girls ••• how can I do all 
the grace, all the interest, as I'm expected to? ••• 
Haven't I ...• been too long abandoned and too much 
betrayed? Isn 1 t it too ]ate, a.'1d a'!l I not, don 1 t 
you think, practically lost? 11 (63) 

Abandoned by an American rro.le preferring the office to the bedroom and 

betrayed by the section of Americru1 womanhood adopting the male role, Amy 

can hardly be blamed for pour in£ out her sense of defeat. 

(62) 
Dupee, p. 168. 

(63) 
quoted in :Matthiessen, p. XXV. 
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By the publication of 11 A Round of Visits" James has transformed 

his older women into the quintessence of evil: they have become part of 

the 

"startling flora and fauna of the hotel lobby" (64) 

an oppressive, overheated jungle 

"where the plumaged w::>men are still birds of 
prey." (65) 

The men become affected by this. They begin to value conservatism 

to the extreme. In The Europeans Mr. Acton decides not to marry the 

Baroness 

"who ms proved such an upsetting element in the 
community" ( 66) 

and in the short story 11 A New Englarrl Winter" Florimond Daintry returns to 

Boston from Paris to feel that he is 

"in a city of women a country of women; as if 
the re were a war and all the men were away. 11 ( 67) 

Of course there is a war arrl the men are away fighting it. It is 

one being waged in the city; one of com~erce and money making. 

(64) 
Ibid., p. XXIV. 

(65) 
Loe .cit •• 

(66) 
Dupee, p. 168. 

(67) 
Jefferson, p. 75. 
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D. Arc hit cctural absurdities 

To conclu::l e a discussion of the major aspects of James 1 urban 

criticisms without reference to his comments on architecture would be a 

critical absurdity. James was notoriously soositive to architecture, 

es P3 cia lly in its role as an ioo ex of cultural hfa t ory, and reserved many 

of his most venomous asides for its numerous aesthetic failures in the North 

American city. About European cities James could write in a most humorous 

arrl lightheartedly approving manner. He extols the variety of types of 

scenery offered by London, both architectural and htunan, particularly 

mentioning railway stations and the bookstalls of W. H. Smith arrl Sons. To 

him such a bookstall was 

11a feature not to be missed in any enumeration of 
the charms of Paddington and Euston. It is a focus 
of warmth and light in the vast smoky cavern; it 
gives the idea that lit era tu re is a thinf, of 
splendour, of a dazzling essence, of infinite gas 
-- lit red and gold". (68) 

Literature symbolised as a pool of light in an intellectual 

darkness was bou."ld to appeal to a mind of a literary bent, especially when 

it contained the implication of privacy ard intellectual superiority. 

James founc New York notably Jacking in such pools of light. 

In contrast to his European experiences James found public 

build ing s in Nor th America 

(68) 

(69) 

"too public, too open to penetratJon, devoid of 
a prohibited inner s;::nctmn 11 • 

quoted in Starr, p. 27. 

Holder, p. JO. 

(69) 
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The element of surprise, the aesthetic presence as opposed to a 

valueless jumble, was what he missed. In 1878 he had written of ~ew York 

that the streets were an 

"endless rude channel, rich in incongruities"; (70) 

Broadway in particular he found to suffer from a 

"high coloured heterq;en,"ous architecture" and an air of 
"brightness, newness, juvrmility". (71) 

The 1904 visit saw this impression very much reinforced over a 

much wider range of urban experiences. Indeed, of all the cities James 

visited during that tour, only Washington D.C. came away at all lightly on 

both aesthetic and commercial grounds, and then largely because of its 

unique lay-out • 

"Clearly quite L'llmeasurable, on American 
ground, the value of such &'1. assertion of a tmm
type directly opposed to the Uc'1Varying A.'llerican, 
and quite unique, on any ground, so organised a 
social ind if fer en ce to the vulgar voe if erous 
Market". (72) 

Boston he did not find so alluring. Much of James own feeling 

towards the city is commtmicated through the character of Florimond Daintry, 

hero of "A New filglarrl Winter" arrl, like James hL11self, a person with 

aesthetic sensi~ilities returning to North A.'llerica after a sojourn in 

Europe. Daintry finds his vis ion of the U .s. A. 

(70) 
Jefferson, p. 59. 

(71) 
Loe .cit •• 

(72) 
James (1907), pp. 341-2. 
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11benw:nbed by brown-3tone fronts" (73) 

superimposed on houses th~t were 

"ancient in the sense of being SO years olc1 11 • (74) 

Most horrible of all are the windCMs. Marshall Mcluhan has 

pointed to windows as putting the world 11 in a frame 11 and thus conditioning 
(75) 

man 1 s whole outlook on life James somewhat anticipated hiin. 

"there was some thing terrible in the wind o:ws; 
Flor imorrl had forgotten how vast and clean they 
were, and how, in their sculptured frames the 
New England air seemed, like a zealous housewife, 
to polish and preserve them •••• " (76) 

11The continuity of glass contributed a kind of 
exposure, within and without, and gave the street 
the appearance of an enormous corridor in which 
the public and the private were familiar and 
intermingled." (77) 

The windows of Boston thus reflect the very essence of puritan 

virtue. People must be ~ to be virtuous -- so the public and the private 

cannot be separated -- just as public buildings must be intensely public. 

In other words people are "guilty" until they are secri to be "innocent" in 

support of the old puritan adage that 11i,here there's smoke there's fire". 

But once again it h~S New York which claimed Ja~es' greatest 

attention. The inhuman scale of the skylbe of 1904 comps.red with that of 

187S horrified him. Whereas he had found it impressive on the approach by 

sea he was soon to come to think of it as, 

(73) 
Jefferson, p. 43. 

(74) 
Matthicssen, p. X. 

(75) 
McLuhan, p. 121. 

(76) 
quoted in Jefferson, p. 61. 
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"practically, a huge, continuous fifty-floored 
conspiracy against the ver:y idea of the ancient 
graces". (78) 

The skyscraper he saw as the errl prcx'uct of the rampant com~ercial-

ism that was destroying North American society. In 11The Jolly Corner" 

Spencer Brydon, w:::inc' ering what would have happened to him had he stayed in 

the U.S.A. and gone into business, comes to the conclusion that 

11 If he rad but stayed at home he v.uuld rave 
anticipated the inventor of the skyscraper. If 
he rad but stayed at home he would rave dis covered 
his genius in time really to start some new variety 
of awful architectural hare and run it till it 
burrowed in a gold-mine". (79) 

The vis ion of Trinity Church overshadoiied by th8se first 

generation skyscrapers so affected Jaines during his 1901+ visit that he 

became finally convi.11ced that the brand of com11ercial arrl industrial capital-

ism developing at this period. in the U.S.A., disregarding completely the 

aesthetic and historical values that he held so dear, could only be 

detrimental to the North American way of ille. 

There is, perraps, an additional reason for James 1 dislike of the 

skyscraper. The fantasy of North America's pioneering days; the eY.aggerated 

stories of the "wiJ.n west", had radically altered North American mod es of 

thought. Characters such as ~ewman in The American had 

(78) 

(79) 

(80) 

"seen tall stories grCM taller without toppling 
over' and his imagiro. ti on rad learnt the trick 
of building straight and high 11 • 

James (1907), p. 92. 

Fadiman, p. 607. 

quoted in Dupee, p. 146. 

(80) 
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The ~nplication is therefore that the skyscraper was a North 

American invention for no more reason than that Americans were more capable 

of conceiving of them. The underlying interpretation tn Freudian terms is 

that James saw the skyscraper as the phallic symbol of North American 

maleness; a maleness imprisoned in the city and forced to express itself 

there, but which could never rave been expressed without an underlying 

willingness to inc'u1ge in such tricks of the imagination, the product of a 

frontier heritage. 'vihilst such an interpretation may rely very heavily on 

Freud this cannot be taken as a necessarily severe criticism. Both James 

and Fretrl were products of the same era and exposed to the same environmental 

processes. In their own eyes, as in those of their contenporaries, their 

criticisms were valid for their time. Whilst hind sight may point out 

certain faults in their analyses, and whilst it must be accepted that their 

criticisms are not necessarily valid for environments in which the 

motivating forces have ch<mged, or been chanr,ed, radically, they were 

physically present in the era about ~hich they ~Tote and therefore more 

connected to it than we can ever be. 

James appears to rave felt he:nmed in by this phallic growth. He 

felt particularly the lack of 

"quiet intersr:aces, always half the architectural 
battle 11 , (81) 

and criticised severely the failure to ooke such a provision, occuring as 

it did purely on the grounds of expense. He was also depressed by the 

drabness of the new architecture which 

(81) 
James (1907), p. 95. 
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11 can only afford Jig ht s, each li{~ht having a 
superlative value as an aid to the transaction 
of business cmd the conclusion of sharp 
bs.rgains". 

Although, as Mcluhan says, electric lighting 

"has brought into the cultural complex of the 
extensions of man in housing and city, an 
organic flexibility unknown in any other age" 

this flexibility was certainly not exploited in the New York of 1904. 

James saw the use of electricity in a very cynical light: the big 

(82) 

(83) 

cont11erce and big industry of the city attracting business in rather the 

same way as light is used to attract anc destroy moths. 

(82) 
Ibirl., pp. 95-6. 

(8J) 
Mcluhan, p. 121. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

Many people have criticised the North American city, each criticism 

with a different final cause for its problems, each of them valid in its 

o~n context, each of them equally dissatisfying. It is the old story of 

the search for general causes, for "scientific laws", and of the dangers of 

applying theories built up over individual cases as if they were such 

overriding laws. Very few of these urban critics have borne in mind the 

co~rnents of a past generation. 

As the Whites comment 

"he who would improve the A,"00 rican city can only 
profit by an awareness of what some of our greatest 
minds m ve said , felt and thought about one of the 
most conspicuous and most troubling features of our 
national life 11 • (84) 

It is regrettable that they themselves do not adequately put into 

practice their own maxim, at least where Henry James is concerned. His 

target was American society in general and the der,radiri;:; effects upon that 

society of a naive belief in materialism and money as a cure for all 

social evil. 

James can be looked upon as a very biased observer and his 

conclusions criticised on these grounds. Yet i:t was his very subjectivity 

that allowed him to reach the conclusions he d:id; conclusions that have 

been increasingly validated as time has worn on. Out of his 1901~ visit 

arose the conviction that '113.terialism 

(&'+) 
White (1961), p. 215. 
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"was clearly going to be the music of the future 
-- tm t if people were but rich enough and 
furnished enou~h and fed enough, exercised and 
sanitated and manicured am generally advertised 
and made "knowing" mough •••• all they had to do 
for civility was to take the amused ironic view 
of those who might be less initiated 11 • (85) 

The materialism he saw as the prcx:l uct only of an unfeeling 

exploitation of a country, its resources and its original inhabitants. It 

is through the eyes of the latter tm t he himself speaks. 

11If I were one of your painted savages you 
have dispossessed .... it wouldn't be to you I 
should be looking in any degree for beauty or for 
charm. Beauty and charm would be for me in the 
solittrle you have ravaged, and I should owe you my 
grudge for every disHgurement and every violence, 
for every wound with which you have caused the face 
of the land to bleed." (86) 

This vicious offence against all aesthetic sensibility was, 

however, only one of the many observances James was to m"Jke concerning his 

homeland after his 1904 visit. His recognition of the o eep-rooted proble:-:i.s 

of a nascent culture extended much further than the mere rape of a country. 

The exploitative attitude to resources combined with a belief that 

sufficient money oould solve any conceivable social problem James saw as 

producinf;, via a new materialism, an entirely new social order based solely 

on wealth. James, through the medium of his novels, reasoned that this 

new society could not succeed. He saw, as did few of his contemporaries, 

that, instead of the equality the apologists of the materialistic system 

(85) 

(86) 

quoted from 11 Crapy Cornelia 11 by Leon .Edel on p. XX of the intrcx:luction 
to the 1968 Rubert Hart-Davis edition of The American ;:)cene. 

James (lSO?), p. 463. 
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predicted, big business and biG money would come increasingly to control 

society in all its aspects. He saw the decline of aesthetic standards as 

evidence of an increasing inhumWlity in the social system, as an excuse 

for the multiplicatton of trivia, whether manufactured or mental, and as 

the ultimate cause of a decreasin;; pric1 e in personal ability and achievement. 

Finally he saw the changing soc ia 1 orrl er as a dan,c; erous move towards a 

nouveau riche upper class with only a limited range of abilities, not 

noted amongst which was an ability to harrlle money in other tha.n a 

business sense, and within which class women moved to a pre-eminence 

dangerous to \'bat had previously been a man's VJOrld. 

James may have been a considerable social and intellectual 
(87) 

snob he may have been grossly overweening in his criticism, but the 

fact re:nains that his vis ion of the future of North America has, with 

detail moo if ications, been more realised than not. This realisation has 

been especially true in the city, perhaps the sr~atest failure of the 

North American way of life. The impersonality of the new social order 

James saw as becomL11_s overbearingly concentrated in the urban areas and 

it was this very impersonality with \'.hich he most concerned himself. 

However much he may mve looked upon himself as a 11 speci,,l person" by 

virtue of his own too well developed sensibilities, he saw through to the 

sham of a way of life based only on materialistic values. The mediocrity 

(87) 
as Matthiessen, p. XVI, points out, "James' stano.rtrds for speech were 
too conservative and too aristocratic to meet the full needs of a 
varied democracy". 
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of it both obsessed and depressed him: North Americ.:m life did not even 

bear the distinction of ut;lL~ess, it was merely plain. To cap it all 
(88) 

the city, which should rtlve represented the greatest achievements of the 

new order, was no more than a sham: it had 

"plenty of vulgarity but too little coarseness"; (89) 

in any aesthetic or social sense it did not "live". 

(88) 

(89) 

"even nature, in the western world, has the peculiarity of seeming 
rather cru:l e and im'Ilature. 11 Henry James, quoted in Dupee, p. 265. 

quoted in Ma.tthiessen, p. XIII. 
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